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ENERGY MINIMIZING HARMONIC ALMOST COMPLEX
STRUCTURES
WEIYONG HE
Abstract. Consider all compatible almost complex structure with a fixed almost Hermit-
ian metric (M, g) and we study energy-minimizing almost complex structures, with the en-
ergy functional E(J) =
∫
M
|∇J |2dv. C. Wood studied this problem in 1990s and he named
a critical point harmonic almost complex structure, satisfying the equation [J,∆J ] = 0.
Since then there are considerate interest to study these objects but in general harmonic
almost complex structures are not well understood.
We introduce the notion of admissible almost complex structure as a natural general-
ization of smooth almost complex structure to W 1,2 setting. The main goal of the paper
is to study the regularity of admissible energy-minimizing almost complex structures on a
compact Riemannian (almost Hermitian) manifold (M, g) of even dimension m = 2n. Our
starting point is to observe that a critical point satisfies the equation ∆J − J∇J∇J = 0.
This is a semi-linear elliptic system of tensor-valued functions which resembles the elliptic
system of harmonic maps (vector-valued functions) in many ways. We study the regular-
ity of energy-minimizing almost complex structures and prove that, all major results for
energy-minimizing harmonic maps hold in our setting, notably the seminal work of Schoen-
Uhlenbeck and recent improvement of regularity by Cheeger-Naber. We use comparison
almost complex structures as was done by Schoen-Uhlenbeck. As in Schoen-Uhlenbeck’s
paper, finding comparison almost complex structures which satisfies the constraints is a
major technical difficulty. The major difference is that due to the compatibility with the
background metric, one cannot apply the method of Schoen-Uhlenbeck directly. Since the
background metric gives strong restrictions on compatible almost complex structures and
hence it has to play a very important role in the regularity theory. This is the main point
that differs from the theory of harmonic maps. Our construction of comparison almost
complex structures relies on a new input that given an arbitrary almost complex structure,
we can construct a unique (canonical) almost complex structure which is compatible with
a given metric.
Smooth maps between manifolds are not necessarily dense in W 1,2 (Sobolev maps),
which is a well-known phenomenon in the theory of harmonic maps. Similarly an admissi-
ble almost complex structures is not necessarily an almost complex structure. For example
manifolds such as S4 do not admit any smooth almost complex structure, butW 1,2 admis-
sible almost complex structures exist. In particular, admissible energy-minimizing almost
complex structures exist on S4 (for any Riemannian metric) and form a compact set. These
objects rely partly on the smooth structure of the underlying manifolds and it might be
interesting objects to study further.
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1. Introduction
This is the first paper in a series in which the author will study almost Hermitian geom-
etry, from a point view of geometric analysis. Almost complex manifolds contain central
objects in the modern theory of differential geometry, such as complex manifolds, symplec-
tic manifolds and Ka¨hler manifolds. Ka¨hler geometry, complex geometry and symplectic
geometry have gained prominence for long time, while the study of general almost complex
manifolds (almost Hermitian geometry) remains largely unexplored, even though there is a
long history to study these objects. There are attempts recently to study almost Hermit-
ian structure using the modern theory of geometric analysis, in particular by the means of
curvature flows.
We will adopt a different approach in this paper. One natural question in almost Her-
mitian geometry is the following, given an almost Hermitian manifold (M,g) of dimension
m = 2n with compatible almost complex structures, what is the “best” almost complex
structure? This problem dates back to Calabi-Gluck [9] and C. Wood [48] in 1990s using
the theory of twistor bundles. In particular, C. Wood [49] came up with the notion of
the harmonic almost complex/Hermitian structure by considering minimizing the energy
functional, for all compatible almost complex structures,
(1) E(J) =
∫
M
|∇J |2dv.
Clearly a Ka¨hler structure ∇J = 0 gives an absolute minimizer of the energy functional.
But there are various very interesting examples which are absolute minimizers of the energy
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functional but are not Ka¨hler, see for example [5]. In this sense one can view the (energy-
minimizing) harmonic almost Hermitian structures as a natural generalization of Ka¨hler
structures. The harmonic almost complex structure has gained considerate interest and we
refer the readers to the recent survey paper [16] for the background, history and results in
this subject. A main interest was to construct and to verify examples of energy-minimizers
(see [5]) and to study some properties of harmonic almost complex structure, for example,
whether the harmonic almost complex structure, viewed as a map from the manifold to its
twistor space, is a genuine harmonic map.
We study the harmonic almost complex (Hermitian) structure from the point of view in
geometric analysis in this paper. The Euler-Lagrangian equation of the energy functional
is given by [J,∆J ] = 0, which was first written down by C. Wood [48, 49]. Our starting
point is to rewrite this equation in the following form,
(2) ∆J − J∇pJ∇pJ = 0,
where ∆ is the rough Laplacian defined by the metric g. An advantage is that (2) is of
the form of a semilinear (strictly) elliptic system, which has very similar structure as the
harmonic map equation. In some special cases, harmonic almost complex structures are
harmonic maps from the manifold to its twistor space (see [16] for example); hence in these
cases, the deep results in harmonic map can be directly quoted. However, the theory of har-
monic almost complex structures has substantial differences with its own interest. Hence it
should have an independent theory. For example, constant harmonic maps are of no interest
at all with zero energy. But when there exists a harmonic almost complex structure with
zero energy on a given almost Hermitian manifold (∇J = 0, that is Ka¨hler structure) is a
very delicate and important problem: the Ka¨hler condition gives very strong restrictions
on the manifold and the metric.
We introduce admissible almost complex structures, which are sections of Γ(T ∗M⊗TM)
with W 1,2 coefficients, and satisfy the constraint conditions J2 = −id, g(J ·, J ·) = g almost
everywhere. We denote the space of all smooth compatible almost complex structures by
Jg and the space of admissible almost complex structures by W 1,2(Jg). The later is similar
as the W 1,2 Sobolev maps studied in the theory of harmonic maps. The existence of an
energy-minimizing weakly harmonic almost complex structures in W 1,2(Jg) is straightfor-
ward by a standard argument in the theory of calculus of variations. The main results
in the paper are to demonstrate that similar regularity results as in the theory of energy-
minimizing harmonic maps hold for energy-minimizing weakly harmonic almost complex
structures. The arguments follow the general strategy in the regularity theory of energy
minimizing harmonic maps by Schoen-Uhlenbeck [41]. We should emphasize instantly that
there are substantial differences, due to the constraint condition g(J ·, J ·) = g. Namely the
background metric g plays an essential role. In particular the method of construction of
comparison maps in [41] does not work directly in our case. As a comparison, it is well-
known that the background metric (M,g) plays few very rule in the theory of harmonic
maps f :M → N (rather the target manifold (N,h) is essential). Our construction of com-
parison almost complex structures uses a very basic observation in linear algebra, that there
is a unique way to project an almost complex structure to a new one, which is compatible
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with the metric, see Proposition 3.3. Combining this elementary fact and deep analysis in
energy-minimizing harmonic maps, we can prove the first main results in the paper,
Theorem 1 (Section 4). Given an almost Hermitian manifold (M,g) with compatible al-
most complex structures in Jg, there exists an energy minimizing weakly harmonic almost
complex structure J ∈ W 1,2(Jg), which satisfies the equation ∆J − J∇pJ∇pJ = 0 in the
weak sense. Moreover, there exists ǫ = ǫ(n,M, g) such that if, for some r ∈ (0, 1) we have
r2−m
∫
Bp(r)
|∇J |2dv < ǫ,
then J is smooth in Br/4. The singular set S has Hausdorff dimension at most m − 3.
If p ∈ S, then any tangent almost complex structure, is an energy-minimizing weakly har-
monic almost complex structure on Rm = R2n compatible with Euclidean metric and it is of
homogeneous degree zero. In particular, there is a natural stratification of the singular set
S0 ⊂ S1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ S2n−3 = S,
such that the Hausdorff dimension dimSk ≤ k, k = 1, · · · , 2n − 3, where Sk denotes the
singular set where any tangent almost complex structure is at most k-homogeneous.
We should mention that a tangent almost complex structure can be identified with the
energy-minimizing harmonic maps inW 1,2(R2n, SO(2n)/U(n)) of homogeneous degree zero.
In particular, when n = 2, these are energy-minimizing harmonic maps in W 1,2(R4, S2) of
homogeneous degree zero. Indeed almost all results in energy-minimizing harmonic maps
have their companion in our setting, including an improved version of ǫ-regularity result in
[41], and compactness results for energy-minimizing harmonic maps by Luckhaus [35, 36]
etc. In particular, by applying the method in the recent work of Cheeger-Naber [12, 13],
we have the following quantitative stratification,
Theorem 2 (Section 5). Let J be an energy-minimizing almost complex structure inW 1,2(Jg)
on (M,g). Then for η > 0, r ∈ (0, 1), the k-th quantitative stratum Skη,r has the following
volume estimate,
Vol(Tr(Skη,r)) ≤ C(M,g,m, η)rm−k−η .
Let rJ :M → [0,∞) be the regularity scale defined by
rJ(p) = max{r ∈ [0, 1] : sup
Br(p)
r|∇f |+ r2|∇2f | ≤ 1}.
Then for any p ∈ [2, 3), there exists a uniform constant C0 = C0(M,g,m, p) such that∫
M
|∇J |pdv,
∫
M
|∇2J |p/2dv ≤
∫
M
(rJ)−pdv ≤ C0.
Harmonic almost complex structures should be viewed as a tensor-valued companion of
harmonic maps. The theory of harmonic maps is vast and it has tremendous applications.
There are thousands of articles and many nice books, survey papers and we mention a few
[17, 18, 29, 34, 42, 43] and the references therein for more information.
We organize the paper as follows. We introduce the notion of admissible almost complex
structure and prove the existence of energy-minimizer in Section 2. The main regularity
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results are proved in Section 3, 4, and 5. We establish the monotonicity formula for energy-
minimizing almost complex structures in Section 3, where we have constructed comparison
almost complex structures satisfying the constraints. We prove the Schoen-Uhlenbeck type
regularity for energy-minimizing almost complex structures in Section 4 and establish the
quantitative stratification and the improved regularity results in Section 5, applying the
method of Cheeger-Naber. In Section 6 we discuss various examples of energy-minimizing
almost complex structures and discuss energy-minimizing problem on other Sobolev spaces
of almost complex structures. In Appendix, we include some general discussions of harmonic
almost complex structure, and derive that a continuous weakly harmonic almost complex
structure is smooth.
Acknowledgment: the author is supported partly by NSF, award no. 1611797.
2. Admissible energy-minimizing almost complex structure
Let (M,g) be a compact Riemannian manifold with a compatible almost complex struc-
ture, of real dimension 2n = m. We denote Jg to be the space of smooth almost complex
structures which are compatible with g. The compatible conditions give the constraints, for
any p ∈M ,
(2.1) J2p = −id, g(Jpx, Jpy) = g(x, y),∀x, y ∈ TpM
Locally the constraints (2.1) imply the poinwise bound |J |2 = gijgklJki J lj = 2n.
Let S : TM → TM be an endomorphism. Its W 1,2 norm is given by
‖S‖W 1,2 =
(∫
M
(|S|2 + |∇S|2) dv)1/2 .
We define W 1,2(M,End(TM)) to be the completion of smooth endomorphisms with re-
spect to W 1,2-norm. Note that End(TM) can be identified with T ∗M ⊗ TM , and hence
W 1,2(M,End(TM)) are simply the sections of T ∗M ⊗ TM (or rather, the completion of
spaces of sections of T ∗M ⊗ TM with respect to W 1,2-norm.) Locally, if we choose a local
coordinate, these are matrix-valued functions with W 1,2 entries. We can also define other
Lp and W k,p spaces of endomorphisms, or spaces of sections of tensor bundles. Note that
these spaces all have linear structures, hence automatically have a local smooth structure.
Definition 2.1. We say J an admissible or a weak almost complex structure which is
compatible with g if J ∈ W 1,2(M,End(TM)) and moreover Jp : TpM → TpM is a well-
defined endomorphism almost everywhere such that (2.1) holds a.e.
If J is an admissible almost complex structure, J satisfies (2.1) a.e. In particular, this
gives that |J |2 = 2n a.e, hence it implies that J ∈ L∞(M,End(TM)) automatically. We
shall use the notationW 1,2(Jg) to denote all admissible almost complex structures. We also
use L∞(Jg) to denote L∞ endomorphisms of TM such that (2.1) holds almost everywhere.
Note that as a consequence of (2.1) L∞(Jg) ⊂W 1,2(Jg) as a set, but the topology induced
by the L∞-norm and that by W 1,2-norm are evidently different.
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Before we prove our main results in this section, we present a well-known fact about
almost complex structures.
Proposition 2.2. Given an almost complex structure J0 : R
2n → R2n. Then for ǫ small
enough, the L∞ neighborhood of J0, given by {J : ‖J − J0‖L∞ < ǫ, } can be parametrized by
matrices in a small ball centered at S = 0 inside the linear subspace {S : J0S + SJ0 = 0}.
If in particular J0 is compatible with the Euclidean metric, then the L
∞ neighborhood of J0,
given by {J : ‖J −J0‖L∞ < ǫ, J +JT = 0} can be parametrized by skew-symmetric matrices
in a small ball such that {S : J0S + SJ0 = 0, S + ST = 0}.
Proof. Note that for any J near J0, we have that J + J0 is invertible. Denote S = (J +
J0)
−1(J − J0), then S is in a small ball around zero such that SJ0 + J0S = 0. On the
other hand, for any S in a small ball centered at S = 0 such that J0S + SJ0 = 0, then
J0(id + S)(id − S)−1 gives an almost complex structure near J . The two maps J →
(J + J0)
−1(J − J0) and S → J0(id + S)(id − S)−1 are invertible to each other, and gives
a parametrization of almost complex structures near J0. If in addition, we require that J0
and J are compatible with the Euclidean metric, then we will need to require J, J0, S are
all skew-symmetric. 
Proposition 2.2 can be directly applied to get the following results for almost complex
structures on a manifold J : TM → TM . Note that we only require for L∞ almost complex
structures and we work in the L∞ norm.
Proposition 2.3. Let J0 : TM → TM be an L∞ almost complex structure on M . Then
almost complex structures in a small neighborhood of J0 (in L
∞ norm) can be parametrized
by endomorphisms near zero such that SJ0 + J0S = 0. If almost complex structures are
required to be compatible with a Riemannian metric g, then almost complex structures in
a small neighborhood of J0 can be parametrized by endomorphisms near zero such that
SJ0 + J0S = 0, g(S·, ·) + g(·, S·) = 0.
Now we are ready to prove the following,
Theorem 2.1. A critical point of the energy functional E(J) will satisfy the equation
∆J − J∇pJ∇pJ = 0
in the following sense, for any T ∈ L∞(M,End(M)) ∩W 1,2(M,End(M)),
(2.2)
∫
M
〈∇J,∇T 〉dv +
∫
M
〈J∇pJ∇pJ, T 〉dv = 0
Such a weak almost complex structure will be called a weakly harmonic almost complex
structure.
Proof. The main difficulty is that W 1,2(Jg) is not a linear subspace, hence does not inherit
the local smooth structure automatically. To overcome this difficulty, first we consider the
linearization of the constraints (2.1) when J is smooth. Taking a variation gives
(2.3) JS + SJ = 0, g(Sx, y) + g(x, Sy) = 0.
It is straightforward to see that, given J0 ∈ Jg, the tangent space TJ0Jg is given by the
endomorphisms satisfying the constraints (2.3), which are clearly necessary conditions. To
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see this fact in a simple way, suppose S is a smooth endomorphism satisfying (2.3) such that
‖S‖L∞ is sufficiently small, then id±S are both invertible. Let J = J0(id+S)(id−S)−1 =
(id− S)J0(id− S)−1, then J gives a compatible almost complex structure.
Suppose J0 ∈ W 1,2(Jg) is a critical point of E(J). Let S ∈ L∞ ∩W 1,2 satisfying (2.3).
For |t| sufficiently small such that id−tS is invertible, consider J(t) = J0(id+tS)(id−tS)−1.
Note that J(t) ∈ L∞ ∩W 1,2, hence by Proposition 2.3 J(t) ∈ W 1,2(Jg) for |t| small. At
t = 0, we have,
d
dt
E(J(t)) = 0.
A direct computation gives
(2.4)
∫
M
〈∇(J0S),∇J0〉 = 0
If J0 is smooth, it follows that ∫
M
〈S, J0∆J0〉 = 0
Since SJ0 + J0S = 0 and g(Sx, y) + g(x, Sy) = 0, we have∫
M
〈S, J0∆J0 −∆J0J0〉 = 0
Note that J0∆J0 −∆J0J0 satisfies the constraints (2.3). It follows that
[∆J0, J0] = 0.
An equivalent form, by applying ∆(J20 ) = 0, is given by
∆J0 − J0∇pJ0∇pJ0 = 0,
where J∇pJ∇pJ = Jaj∇pJba∇qJkb gpq = Jkb∇pJba∇qJaj gpq in local coordinates. When J0 is
not smooth (we write J = J0 for simplicity), for any T = (T
j
i ) ∈ L∞ ∩W 1,2, we consider
S = (Sji ) given by
Sji = (T
j
i + J
a
i T
b
aJ
j
b )− gil
(
T lk + J
a
kT
b
aJ
l
b
)
gkj .
Then S ∈ L∞ ∩W 1,2 and satisfies the constraints (2.3). By taking gij = δij at one point,
we see that 〈(∇J)S,∇J〉=0. It follows from (2.4) that∫
M
〈J∇S,∇J〉 =
∫
M
〈∇S, J∇J〉 = 0
Again take A = T + JTJ and gij = δij at a point, we have S
j
i = A
j
i − Aij. It follows that
(note that J ji + J
i
j = 0 at the point),∫
M
〈∇A, J∇J〉 = 0
Take T˜ = TJ , then A = JT˜ − T˜ J . By a direct computation using the above, we get∫
M
〈∇J,∇T˜ 〉dv +
∫
M
〈J∇pJ∇pJ, T˜ 〉dv = 0
It completes the proof. 
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In this statement, even though we choose the testing matrix S satisfying the constraints
(2.3), but (2.2) holds for any matrix T ∈ L∞ ∩W 1,2. We can also consider the minimizing
problem E(J) for all almost complex structures J , which are not necessarily compatible
with g. In particular if J is a critical point of E(J) among all almost complex structures,
and if J is compatible with g, then the Euler-Lagrangian equation is also (2.2).
Next we prove the existence of a minimizer of E(J) on any compact almost Hermitian
manifold. This follows from the standard argument in calculus of variations.
Theorem 2.2. Let (M,g) be a compact almost Hermitian manifold with a compatible al-
most complex structure. Then there exists at least one minimizer of E(J) over W 1,2(Jg).
In particular it is a weak solution of (2) in the sense of (2.2). Moreover, for any sequence
of energy-minimizers {Ji}, there exists a subsequence {Jki} and an energy-minimizing har-
monic almost complex structure J such that Jki → J strongly in W 1,2.
Proof. Let
E0 = inf{E(J) : J ∈W 1,2(Jg)}
Let {Jk} be a minimizing sequence. Then Jk has bounded W 1,2 norm. By the weak
compactness of W 1,2(M,End(TM)), there exists a subsequence, which we still denote by
{Jk} for simplicity, such that Jk converges weakly to J0 in W 1,2. By Rellich’s compactness
theorem,
lim
k→∞
‖Jk − J0‖L2 = 0.
In particular Jk converges to J0 almost everywhere. Since Jk satisfies the constraints (2.3)
a.e, it follows that J0 also satisfies the constraints (2.3) a.e. It follows that J0 ∈W 1,2(Jg).
In particular, E(J0) ≥ E0. On the other hand, by the lower semicontinuity,
E(J0) ≤ lim
k→∞
E(Jk) = E0.
Therefore we have E(J0) = E0 and J0 is a minimizer. To prove the strong convergence, we
consider ∫
M
|∇Jk −∇J0|2dv =
∫
M
(|∇Jk|2 + |∇J0|2)− 2
∫
M
〈∇Jk,∇J0〉
By taking k → ∞, and using the fact that Jk converges to J0 weakly in W 1,2, it follows
that ∫
M
|∇Jk −∇J0|2dv → 0.
Hence Jk converges to J0 strongly in W
1,2. If Jk is a sequence of minimizers, the above
arguments directly apply to conclude that there exists a subsequence Jki converges to a
minimizer J and the convergence is strong inW 1,2. In other words, the minimizing harmonic
almost complex structures form a compact subset in W 1,2. 
Definition 2.4. We introduce two notations,
E0(g) = min{E(J) : J ∈W 1,2(Jg)},
Es0(g) = inf{E(J) : J ∈ Jg}.
(2.5)
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In other words, E0(g) is the minimal energy level for all admissible almost complex
structures and Es0(g) is the minimal energy level for all smooth compatible almost complex
structures. Clearly we have E0(g) ≤ Es0(g) and E0(g) is always obtained. We should
emphasize that in general it is not clear whether E0(g) = E
s
0(g), since Jg might not be
dense in W 1,2(Jg). If E0(g) < Es0(g), this is called energy gap. In the case of harmonic
map, energy gap is a well-known phenomenon, see [40, 27, 20, 30] and in particular the
survey paper [25]. We would like to ask,
Problem 2.5. When is there no energy gap, that is E0(g) = E
s
0(g)? In particular, if there
exists a smooth almost complex structure such that it is a minimizer among smooth almost
complex structures, is it a minimizer in W 1,2(Jg)?
It seems plausible if there exists a smooth minimizer among smooth almost complex
structures, then there is no energy gap. We can show that (given the regularity results we
will establish later) this is the case for the energy-minimizing examples considered in [5].
As a trivial example, if E0(g) = 0, we have the following simple observation.
Corollary 2.6. E0(g) = 0 if and only if g is Ka¨hler with respect to an energy minimizer.
Proof. If g is Ka¨hler, the clearly E0(g) = E
s
0(g) = 0. If E0(g) = 0, then there exists
J0 ∈ W 1,2(Jg) such that E(J0) = 0. It follows that ∇J0 = 0 almost everywhere. Hence J
is in particular Lipschitz. This implies that J0 is indeed smooth. Hence (g, J0) defines the
required Ka¨hler structure. 
This simple corollary gives a gap of energy if g is not a Ka¨hler metric (with respect to
any compatible (almost) complex structures).
Corollary 2.7. Let (M,g) be a compact almost Hermitian manifold. Suppose g is not a
Ka¨hler metric, then there exists ǫ0 > 0 such that E0(g) ≥ ǫ0.
Remark 2.8. It is also straightforward to talk about the manifolds with boundary and
minimizing problem with fixed boundary data, as the classical Dirichlet’s problem. We shall
mainly focus on the compact case.
An immediate question is that the regularity of an energy-minimizing weakly harmonic
almost complex structures in W 1,2(Jg). It is well-known that a continuos weakly harmonic
map is smooth; certainly this is the case for weakly harmonic almost complex structures.
We will derive this result in the appendix. In general a weakly harmonic almost complex
structure is not necessarily smooth. We study the regularity theory of energy-minimizing
almost complex structures in the following sections, starting with a monotonicity formula
for energy minimizing almost complex structures.
3. Monotonicity formula for energy minimizing almost complex structures
Monotonicity formula plays an essential role in regularity theory of harmonic maps. It
was first proved by Schoen-Uhlenbeck [41] for minimizing harmonic maps, using comparison
maps directly. Later Price [39] proved the monotonicity formula which works for more
general harmonic maps by considering domain variations, called stationary harmonic maps.
However, both methods in harmonic maps do not work in our case directly, due to the
restriction that almost complex structures are compatible with the metric g.
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To derive the monotonicity formula for energy-minimizing harmonic almost complex
structures, we need to construct various comparison almost complex structures. An impor-
tant ingredient is an elementary matrix decomposition for matrices satisfying N2 = −id,
see Proposition 3.3. This new ingredient is essential for us to modify the approach in
[41] for construction of various comparison almost complex structures. We should men-
tion that if the objects are smooth (harmonic map or harmonic almost complex structure),
the monotonicity formula follows directly from the structural equation in a straightforward
way. But the main point is to establish monotonicity formula for non-smooth objects. As in
Schoen-Uhlenbeck [41], the key is to choose various comparison almost complex structures
accordingly. However the cone-type of Jr(x) = J(rx/|x|) as in [41] doesn’t work in our
situation since in general it is not compatible with the metric g(x).
The theory of stationary harmonic maps plays an important role in harmonic map theory.
But we do not have a direct companion for harmonic almost complex structure. We will
briefly discuss plausible notion of stationary weakly harmonic almost complex structures in
appendix.
Since the discussions are mainly local, we assume that the injectivity radius of the g
is larger than 1, by a definite scaling if necessary. Hence for any p, the exponential map
expp : B = B(1) ⊂ R2n → B1(p) ⊂ M is a diffeomorphism. When we work locally inside
B1(p), we can then consider g ◦ exp = exp∗ g, J ◦ exp = exp∗ J on B, which we will still
denote as g and J for brevity. We can assume that on B, gij(0) = δij , ∂g(0) = 0, and
(1− δ|x|2)δij ≤ g(x) ≤ (1 + δ|x|2)δij , |∂g|(x) ≤ δ|x|, |∂2g| ≤ δ
for some small but fixed constant δ. We can assume this holds for all points on M by a
definite scaling if necessary. When we need to work on different scalings (x→ Rx), we can
assume the scaling invariant bound,
(1− δR−2|x|2)δij ≤ g(x) ≤ (1 + δR−2|x|2)δij , R|∂g|(x) ≤ δR−1|x|, R2|∂2g| ≤ δ
The following is straightforward, comparing the energy measured by g and by Euclidean
metric δij over B. We fix some notations. We use∇ to denote the metric covariant directive,
and D, ∂ to denote derivatives with respect to local coordinate. We use
∫
fdv for the
integration with the metric measure, and
∫
f :=
∫
fdx for the integration with Euclidean
measure. Denote Br ⊂ B and Br(p) ⊂ B1(p) for 0 < r ≤ 1. Note that expp : Br → Br(p).
We denote cn to be a uniformly bounded dimensional constant.
Proposition 3.1. We have the following,∫
Br
|∇J |2dv ≥(1− cnδr2)
∫
Br
|DJ |2 − cnδ2rm∫
Br
|∇J |2dv ≤(1 + cnδr2)
∫
Br
|DJ |2 + cnδ2rm
(3.1)
Proof. It is straightforward to get∫
Br
|∇J |2dv ≥(1− cnδr2)
∫
Br
|DJ |2 − cnδr
∫
Br
|DJ | − cnδ2rm∫
Br
|∇J |2dv ≤(1 + cnδr2)
∫
Br
|DJ |2 + cnδr
∫
Br
|DJ |+ cnδ2rm,
(3.2)
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using the fact that ∇J = DJ + Γ ∗ J in B and g is close to the Euclidean metric, in the
sense that
(1− δr2)δij ≤ gij ≤ (1 + δr2)δij , |∂g| ≤ δr.
Applying a Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to the term
∫ |DJ |, we can get (3.1). 
First we consider a special case, that the background metric g is locally conformally
flat. We assume for any given point p, there exists a small neighborhood U of p, such that
there exists a positive function u, gij = e
uδij over U . We assume that B1(p) ⊂ U . The
assumption guarantees that the comparison almost complex structure Jr(x) is compatible
with g(x). Then the argument as in [41, Proposition 2.4] can be directly applied.
Proposition 3.2. Suppose g is locally conformally flat. Let J be an energy minimizing
almost complex structure, then we have the following monotonicity formula, for r < R ≤ 1
(3.3) r2−m
∫
Br
|∇J |2dv ≤ c0R2−m
∫
BR
|∇J |2dv + cnδ2R2,
where c0 = 1 + cnδR.
Proof. For any 0 < r ≤ 1, denote
Jr(x) =
{
J(x), |x| ≥ r
J( rx|x|), |x| < r
Then clearly Jr(x) ∈ L∞ ∩W 1,2. Since g = euδij over B1(p), it follows that J2 = −id and
J + J t = 0. Hence Jr is then g-compatible. Since J is energy minimizing (J = Jr outside
Br), we have
(3.4)
∫
Br
|∇J |2dv ≤
∫
Br
|∇Jr|2dv
Using (3.1), we have ∫
Br
|∇Jr|2dv ≤(1 + cnδr2)
∫
Br
|DJr|2 + cnδ2rm∫
Br
|∇J |2dv ≥(1− cnδr2)
∫
Br
|DJ |2 − cnδ2rm
(3.5)
We compute ∫
Br
|DxJr|2dx =
∫ r
0
dρ
∫
∂Bρ
|DxJr|2dSρ(x)
=
∫ r
0
dρ
∫
∂Br
(|DyJ |2 − |∂rJ |2)dSr(y)r3−mρm−3
=
r
m− 2
∫
∂Br
(|DJ |2 − |∂rJ |2) dSr,
(3.6)
where we have used the fact that (y = rx/|x|)
ρ1−mdSρ(x) = r
1−mdSr(y), ρ
2
∑
i
|∂xiJr|2 = r2
(∑
i
|∂yiJ |2 − |∂rJ |2
)
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Using (3.4) together with (3.5) and (3.6) we obtain,
(3.7)
∫
Br
|DJ |2 ≤ (1 + cnδr2) r
m− 2
∫
∂Br
(|DJ |2 − |∂rJ |2)dSr + cnδ2rm
We rewrite this as follows,
(3.8)
∫
∂Br
|∂rJ |2dSr ≤
∫
∂Br
|DJ |2dSr − m− 2
r(1 + cnδr2)
∫
Br
|DJ |2 + cnδ2rm−1.
If δ = 0 (Euclidean case), this leads to the monotonicity formula
0 ≤ r2−m
∫
∂Br
|∂rJ |2dSr ≤ ∂
∂r
(
r2−m
∫
Br
|DJ |2
)
In general, we can get that,
(3.9) 0 ≤ ecnδrr2−m
∫
∂Br
|∂rJ |2dSr ≤ ∂
∂r
(
ecnδrr2−m
∫
Br
|DJ |2 + ecnδrcnδ2r2
)
A direct integration with (3.1) leads to the desired monotonicity (assuming δ << 1),
(3.10) r2−m
∫
Br
|∇J |2dv ≤ c0R2−m
∫
BR
|∇J |2dv + cnδ2R2,
where c0 = 1 + cnδR. 
Next we deal with the general situation. We need the following elementary fact.
Proposition 3.3. Let N be an invertible matrix such that N2 = −id. We can construct a
unique N¯ out of N such that N¯2 = −id and N¯ is skew symmetric.
Proof. We write N = S + A, where S is the symmetric part of N and A is the skew
symmetric part. In other words,
2S = N +N t, 2A = N −N t.
Then we have AS + SA = 0 and S2 + A2 = −id. In particular A2 = −(id + S2). Note
that id+S2 is positive definite symmetric, there exists a unique positive definite symmetric
matrix Q such that Q2 = id + S2. In other words, Q is the square root of id + S2. Since
A commutes with id + S2, A commutes with Q (Q can be written as a polynomial of
id + S2). Denote N¯ = Q−1A, then N¯2 = −id and N¯ is skew-symmetric. Such N¯ is
evidently unique. 
Proposition 3.3 is a pointwise construction. It has an interesting consequence, which
seems not to be noticed in literature.
Proposition 3.4. For an almost complex manifold, any Riemannian metric is an almost
Hermitian metric with some compatible almost complex structure.
Proof. The proof is local in nature. We need a notion for g-symmetric matrix in local
coordinates. Fix a local coordinate, and we identify any endomorphism of TM with its local
matrix representation. For a matrix N , we write N t to be its transpose and N tg = gN
tg−1
to be its g-transpose. In particular, N tg can be defined by
g(N ·, ·) = g(·, N tg ·).
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Then N is called g-symmetric if N tg = N (gN
tg−1 = N) and N is called g-skew symmetric if
N tg +N = 0. Now suppose N
2 = −id. The same argument in Proposition 3.3 then applies,
using g-symmetric and g-skewsymmetric to replace symmetric and skew-symmetric. To be
more precise, we can write g = GGt for a nondegenerate matrix G. Then g-transpose N tg
satisfies
G−1N tgG = (G
−1NG)t
In particular N is g-symmetric if and only if G−1NG is symmetric. We write N = Sg+Ag,
where 2Sg = N +N
t
g is the g-symmetric part and Ag is the g-skew symmetric part. Denote
S = G−1SgG and A = G
−1AgG. Then
2S = G−1NG+G−1N tgG = G
−1NG+ (G−1NG)t
Hence S is the symmetric part of G−1NG and A is the skew-symmetric part. Applying
Proposition 3.3 to G−1NG, we can get a symmetric positive matrix Q such that Q2 =
id + S2 = −A2. Hence Q−1A is a skew-symmetric matrix such that (Q−1A)2 = −id.
Denote N¯g = GQ
−1AG−1, then N¯g satisfies N¯
2
g = −id and N¯g is g-skewsymmetric. If we
denote Qg = GQG
−1, then Qg is the square root of id + S
2
g and it is g-symmetric. Then
N¯g = Q
−1
g Ag. Clearly if N is a matrix-valued function, then N¯g is smooth if N , g are both
smooth.

If J2 = −id is an almost complex structure, we can then construct a unique almost
complex structure J¯g using the process above. Then J¯g is g-compatible almost complex
structure. Note that if J ∈ L∞ ∩W 1,2, then J¯ ∈W 1,2(Jg).
Let J be an energy-minimizer. We consider Jr(x) as above, which might not be g(x)-
compatible in general. We construct J¯r(x) by Proposition 3.4 out of Jr(x) for each x.
We will use J¯r(x), which is g-compatible, as the comparison almost complex structure.
The main point is that Jr(x) might not be g(x)-compatible, but it is gr(x) := g(rx/|x|)
compatible. While over B(1), we assume that g is close to an Euclidean metric, in particular
g(x) is closed to gr(x). In other words, Jr(x) is compatible with gr(x), hence it is almost
compatible with g(x). This would imply that J¯r is almost identical to Jr. To be precise,
Proposition 3.5. We have the following estimate∫
Br
|∇Jr|2dv ≥(1− cnδr2)
∫
Br
|∇J¯r|2dx− cnδ2rm∫
Br
|∇Jr|2dv ≤(1 + cnδr2)
∫
Br
|∇J¯r|2dx+ cnδ2rm
(3.11)
Proof. Consider Jr = J(rx/|x|). We apply Proposition 3.4 to obtain J¯r(x) (for x 6= 0),
which is g(x)-compatible. We want to prove that J¯r satisfies (3.11).
Let Sg be g-symmetric part of Jr, and Ag be g-skewsymmetric part. And let Qg be the
square root of id+ S2g , in the sense of Proposition 3.4. Then J¯r = Q
−1
g Ag.
First it is easy to check that J¯r ∈ W 1,2(Jg) if J ∈ W 1,2(Jg). Denote gr(x) = g(rx/|x|)
for x ∈ Br, x 6= 0. Note that Jr(x) = J(rx/|x|) is gr(x) compatible, hence we have
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Jr + grJ
t
rg
−1
r = 0. We compute
2Sg = Jr + gJ
t
rg
−1 = gJ trg
−1 − grJ trg−1r = (g − gr)J trg−1 + grJ tr(g−1 − g−1r ).
Hence it follows that |Sg| ≤ cnδr2 and |∇Sg| ≤ cnδr(1 + r|∇Jr|). Note that Ag = Jr − Sg,
|Q2g − id| ≤ |Sg|2. We also have
(3.12) |∇Qg| ≤ |Sg||∇Sg|
Since |Sg| ≪ 1, we can write
Qg = (id+ S
2
g )
1/2 =
∑
n≥0
(
1/2
n
)
S2ng .
Hence we get
|∇Qg| =
∑
n≥0
2n
(
1/2
n
)
|Sg|2n−1|∇Sg| = |Sg||∇Sg|
1 + |Sg|2 ≤ |Sg||∇Sg|,
which establishes (3.12). We can then estimate (pointwise)
|∇Jr|(1− cnδr2)− cnδr ≤ |∇J¯r| ≤ |∇Jr|(1 + cnδr2) + cnδr.
This completes the proof of (3.11) by direct integration. 
Now we are ready to state and prove the main theorem in this section.
Theorem 3.1. Let J ∈W 1,2(Jg) be an energy minimizing harmonic almost complex struc-
ture, then we have the following monotonicity formula, for r < R ≤ 1,
(3.13) r2−m
∫
Br
|∇J |2dv ≤ c0R2−m
∫
BR
|∇J |2dv + cnδ2R2,
where c0 = 1 + cnδR.
Proof. By energy minimizing, we have the following,∫
Br
|∇J |2dv ≤
∫
Br
|∇J¯r|2dv
Now applying Proposition 3.1 and Proposition 3.5, we argue exactly as in Proposition 3.2
to get (3.9). This completes the proof. 
Denote
(3.14) Θ˜J(p, r) = e
cnδr
(
r2−m
∫
Br(p)
|DJ |2 + cnδ2r2
)
By (3.9), we know that Θ˜J(p, r) is increasing in r, hence limr→0 Θ˜J(p, r) exists. We define
two normalized energy quantities, for r ∈ (0, 1],
ΘeJ(p, r) =r
2−m
∫
Br(p)
|DJ |2
ΘJ(p, r) =r
2−m
∫
Br(p)
|∇J |2dv
(3.15)
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It is then straightforward to derive the following, using (3.1)
(3.16) lim
r→0
Θ˜J(p, r) = lim
r→0
ΘeJ(p, r) = lim
r→0
ΘJ(p, r)
The monotonicity formula leads to the definition of the following density function
Definition 3.6. For any p ∈M , the density function is defined to be
(3.17) ΘJ(p) = lim
r→0
ΘJ(p, r) = lim
r→0
r2−m
∫
Br(p)
|∇J |2dv.
By (3.16), the density function is independent of the metric g. Since in a very small scale,
the metric g is almost identical to the Euclidean metric (after scaling), but the normalized
energy is scaling invariant. Hence the density function can be defined using the Euclidean
metric, as indicated by (3.16). The density function ΘJ(p) will play an important role in
the study of properties of singular set in the following sections.
Remark 3.7. For a weakly harmonic almost complex structure, the main difficulty to derive
a monotonicity formula lies in the fact that for J ∈ L∞∩W 1,2, and a smooth diffeomorphism
φt with φ0 = id, the one-parameter family φ
∗
tJ is not a small perturbation of J in L
∞ norm.
For energy-minimizing harmonic map, Schoen-Uhlenbeck constructed ur = u(rx/|x|) as a
comparison map. Note that ur(x) might not be a small perturbation of u in general, no
matter how small r is. Price [39] consider the variation for (φ−1t
∗
g, J) instead of (g, φ∗t J).
Note that the metric g is smooth and φ−1t
∗
g is a smooth family of g. Price’s approach leads
to the definition of stationary harmonic map. In our situation, both methods in Schoen-
Uhlenbeck and Price do not apply directly. The difficulty is that the almost complex structure
Jr is not g(x)-compatible in general, and is not a small perturbation of J in L
∞ norm either,
no matter how small r is. To overcome the difficulty, we construct J¯r using Proposition
3.4. The key point is J¯r is g-compatible and it is a small perturbation of Jr in L
∞ ∩W 1,2.
4. Regularity of energy-minimizing harmonic almost complex structure
In this section we derive regularity result for energy-minimizing harmonic almost com-
plex structures. Our argument follows closely the regularity theory of energy-minimizing
harmonic map by Schoen-Uhlenbeck[41] (we also follow Simon’s book [43] and Lin-Wang’s
book [34]). The similar structure of the elliptic system (together with the monotonicity
formula) makes the argument very similar to [41]. As in [41], the key is to construct var-
ious comparison almost complex structures. We should also emphasize there are several
notable differences and we need extra care to construct various comparison almost complex
structures. We will present the arguments in detail.
We fix some notations. Let gij be a Riemannian metric on the unit ball B in R
2n which
is close to an Euclidean metric in C3 in the following sense: there exists a small positive
constant δ > 0 such that, for x ∈ B,
(4.1) (1− δ|x|2)δij ≤ gij(x) ≤ (1 + δ|x|2)δij , |∂g|(x) ≤ δ|x|, |∂2g|+ |∂3g| ≤ δ.
Here we should emphasize that δ << 1 is a dimensional constant. In this section C denotes a
positive uniformly bounded dimensional constant (if not mentioned otherwise) which might
differ line by line. We view J = (J ji ) both as a tensor when we need to work in geometric
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terms, such as ∇J . We also view J as a matrix-valued function in W 1,2∩L∞ satisfying the
constraint conditions Jki J
j
k = −δij , gklJki J lj = gij .
4.1. A priori estimate for a smooth harmonic almost complex structure. In this
section we consider smooth harmonic almost complex structures and derive some a priori
estimates. These estimates would be useful for the study of moduli of harmonic almost
complex structures. In the smooth case the arguments are almost identical to the case for
harmonic maps. We include details for completeness. We have the following,
Theorem 4.1. There exists ǫ such that if, for r < 1,
r2−m
∫
Br
|∇J |2 < ǫ,
then we have
(4.2) r2 sup
Br/4
|∇J |2 ≤ cnr2−m
∫
Br
|∇J |2.
Moreover, for any k ≥ 1, we have the estimates,
(4.3) r2k sup
Br/8
|∇kJ |2 ≤ Cr2−m
∫
Br
|∇J |2.
Proof. First we prove (4.2). The proof is almost identical as in harmonic map case. We
roughly present the proof here for completeness. Denote u(x) = |∇J |2(x). Take r1 = r/2.
There exists σ0 ∈ [0, r1) such that
(4.4) (r1 − σ0)2 sup
Bσ0
u = max
σ∈[0,r1]
(r1 − σ)2 sup
Bσ
u.
Moreover, let x0 ∈ B¯σ0 such that
e0 = u(x0) = sup
Bσ0
u
Set ρ = (r1 − σ0)/2. Then by the choice of σ0, we have Bρ(x0) ⊂ Bρ+σ0 , and
sup
Bρ(x0)
u ≤ sup
Bρ+σ0
u ≤ 4e0.
If we have e0 ≤ 4ρ−2, then we have, by (4.4),
max
σ∈[0,r1]
(r1 − σ)2 sup
Bσ
u ≤ 16.
By taking σ = r1/2, we have proved the desired result. Otherwise consider
J˜(y) = J
(
y√
e0
+ x0
)
Now let v : Br0 → R, with r0 = ρ
√
e0, by v(y) = |∇J˜ |2. Note that r0 ≥ 2 in this case.
Then we have
v(0) = 1, sup
Br0
v ≤ 4
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By the Bochner formula (7.8) proved in Appendix, we have
∆u ≥ −C(u2 +√u)
Denote g˜(y) = g(y/
√
e0 + x0) and ∆˜ to be the corresponding Laplacian operator. Then we
have the following,
∆˜v ≥ −C(v2 + e−3/20
√
v) ≥ −C(v + e−3/20
√
v).
By the standard elliptic estimate (see Theorem 8.17 [21]), we have
1 = v(0) ≤ C
∫
B1
v + Ce
−3/2
0 .
We compute ∫
B1
v =
√
e0
n−2
∫
B
e
−1/2
0
(x0)
u
Now we apply the monotonicity formula for B
e
−1/2
0 (x0)
⊂ Br/2(x0),
√
e0
n−2
∫
B
e
−1/2
0
(x0)
u ≤ c02m−2r2−m
∫
Br/2(x0)
u+ cnδ
2r2 ≤ Cǫ+ cnδ2r2.
It then follows that
1 = v(0) ≤ Cǫ+ Cδ2r2 + Ce−3/20 .
By our choice of ǫ and δ, we can assume that Cǫ + Cδ2r2 ≤ 1/2. Hence it follows that
e0 ≤ C. Again by (4.4) and take σ = r1/2, it completes the proof for k = 1. For k ≥ 2,
(4.3) follows from the standard linear elliptic regularity and boot-strapping argument. 
4.2. An ǫ-Regularity of energy-minimizing almost complex structure. In this sec-
tion we derive the regularity theory for energy-minimizing harmonic almost complex struc-
tures. Our argument is a direct adaption of Schoen-Uhlenbeck [41] for energy-minimizing
harmonic maps (see the presentations in Simon’s book [43], Chapter 2). There are a few
differences which will need modifications. For example, the compatible condition of J with
the background metric g plays an important role. As an tensor-valued function, there are a
few places the curvature and its derivatives would appear when we commute the covariant
derivatives of J . This will introduce extra terms. More importantly, ∇u = 0 means u is
a constant map, while ∇J = 0 simply means J is a compatible almost complex structure
which defines a Ka¨hler structure with g. This will give some differences for the Poincare
inequality involved with J and ∇J . Moreover, as a tensor-valued function J , sometimes
we need to treat it as a matrix-valued function, and there are differences when we take
derivaives. For example, We need to solve a Laplacian equation of matrix-valued function
(for each component Kβα),
∆K =
(
gij
∂2
∂xi∂xj
+ Γkij∂k
)
Kβα = 0,
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where K = (Kβα) is viewed as a matrix-valued function. We need also to deal with a tensor-
valued function K˜ = Kβα∂βdx
α. Even though K˜ and K has the same components, they are
not exactly the same. For example we have
∆K˜ = ∆K + Γ ∗ ∂K + ∂Γ ∗K
where the lower order terms with connection and curvature will appear. Note that in
general, the system (with the Dirichlet boundary condition)
∆K˜ = 0
might not even be solvable due to the zeroth order terms. On the other hand, these
lower order terms (the connection Γ and its derivatives ∂Γ) are assumed to be uniformly
small, which would not cause essential difficulties. Of course the major difference is in the
construction of various comparison almost complex structures. We present the arguments
for completeness and indicate the necessary changes.
Theorem 4.2. There exists ǫ such that, for Br(x) ⊂ B,
r2−m
∫
Br(x)
|∇J |2dv < ǫ,
then J ∈ C∞(Br/4(x)) and for k ≥ 1, we have the estimates
(4.5) r2k sup
Br/8
|∇kJ |2 ≤ Cr2−m
∫
Br
|∇J |2.
The key point is to prove that J ∈ Cα(Br/4(x)) for some α ∈ (0, 1). Since if J is
continuous then J is smooth. While for smooth harmonic almost complex structures, we
have derived a priori estimates (4.5) for k = 1, and for k ≥ 2, this follows from the standard
linear elliptic theory. Hence we need only to prove the following,
Theorem 4.3. There exists ǫ such that, for Br(x) ⊂ B,
r2−m
∫
Br(x)
|∇J |2dv < ǫ,
then J ∈ Cα(Br/4(x)).
The key is to prove the following energy decay estimates on small balls. Denote
Er(J) =
∫
Br
|∇J |2dv.
Lemma 4.1. Let E1(J) < ǫ be sufficiently small and δ < ǫ. There exists a dimensional
constant θ ∈ (0, 1) such that
(4.6) θ2−mEθ(J) ≤ 1
2
(
E1(J) + ǫ
1/2δ
)
,
where δ is the dimensional constant in (4.1).
Given the energy decay estimates in Lemma 4.1, the proof of Ho¨lder estimate in The-
orem 4.3 follows a rather standard process. We shall skip the details. For more detailed
arguments, see [41][the proof of Theorem 3.1]. Now we prove L
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Proof of Lemma 4.1. The proof is similar in nature to Schoen-Uhlenbeck [41][Proposition
3.4]. The main difference is due to various constructions of comparison almost complex
structures. Our choice of comparison almost complex structures is similar to the construc-
tion in Section 3.
In general for J ∈W 1,2(Jg), it is even not clear J can be approximated by smooth almost
complex structures. The monotonicity formula and the small energy E1(J) ≤ ǫ will imply
that J has small oscillation in average, by Poincare inequality; this would in particular
imply that J can be approximated by smooth almost complex structures. Denote
lx,ρ =
∫
Bρ(x)
J(y)dy.
The standard Poincare inequality, together with the energy comparison (3.1) implies that∫
B1
|J − l0,1|2dx ≤ C1
∫
B1
|∂J |2dx ≤ C2(E1(J) + δ).
This implies that J has small oscillation in average, if E1(J) and δ are sufficiently small.
We will also need weighted average. Let φ be a smooth radial nonnegative function with
support supp(φ) ⊂ B, such that ∫B φ = 1. Define
(4.7) Jρ(x) :=
∫
Bρ(x)
φρ(y − x)J(y)dy =
∫
B1(0)
φ(z)J(x+ ρz)dz,
where we denote
φρ(x) = ρ
−mφ
(
x
ρ
)
Then we have a version of modified Poincare inequality,
(4.8) ρ−m
∫
Bρ(x)
|J(y) − Jρ(x)|2dy ≤ Cρ2−m
∫
Bρ(x)
|∂J |2dy ≤ C (ρ2−mEBρ(x)(J) + δ2ρ2) .
Now for x ∈ B1/2, ρ ∈ (0, 1/4], we have by the monotonicity formula (Theorem 3.1),
(4.9) ρ2−mEBρ(x)(J) ≤ c1
(
2m−2
∫
B1/2(x)
|∇J |2 + δ2
)
≤ C(E1(J) + δ)
When ρ > 0, Jρ(x) is a smooth function of x. We shall emphasize that in (4.7), Jρ(x) =
J(x) is well-defined when ρ = 0. Moreover, for x fixed, ρ can be taken as a constant
depending on x, hence ρ can be a nonnegative function of x. This is one of the most crucial
points in [41] to construct comparison maps since one needs that the comparison maps have
the same boundary data on some small balls.
To proceed, we denote ρ¯ = ǫ1/4, τ = ǫ1/8, and θ ∈ (τ, 1/4) which will be specified below.
We choose a smooth function nonincreasing ρ(|x|) = ρ(x) to be defined by
ρ(r) = ρ¯, for r ≤ θ, ρ(θ + τ) = 0 and |ρ′(r)| ≤ 2τ
Then we set, as in (4.7), that, for ρ(x) > 0,
(4.10) Jρ(x)(x) :=
∫
Bρ(x)
φρ(y − x)J(y)dy =
∫
B1(0)
φ(z)J(x + ρz)dz;
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while for ρ(x) = 0, as noted above, Jρ(x)(x) = J(x). Again the Poincare inequality holds
for ρ = ρ(x) > 0 as in (4.8).
Lemma 4.2. We have the following estimates, for ρ ∈ (0, ρ¯] and x ∈ B1/2,
(4.11)
∫
B1/2
|∇Jρ|2 ≤ CE1(J); |∇Jρ¯|2 ≤ Cǫ1/2
It follows that
(4.12) |oscB1/2Jρ¯| ≤ Cǫ1/4.
Proof. The first integral estimate in (4.11) is by a simple direct computation. The second
follows from the monotonicity as follows,
|∇Jρ¯|2 =
(∫
B
φ(z)∇J(x + ρ¯z)dz
)2
≤
∫
B
φ(z)|∇J |2(x+ ρ¯z)dz
=ρ¯−m
∫
Bρ¯
φ
(
x− y
ρ¯
)
|∇J |2(y)dy
≤Cρ¯−2ρ¯2−mEρ¯(J)
≤Cρ¯−2(E1(J) + cnδ2)
≤Cǫ1/2
This completes the proof. 
Now we construct a comparison almost complex structure using Jρ(x) when ρ(x) > 0.
Clearly Jρ(x) might not be an almost complex structure which is g-compatible. But by
(4.10) and (4.8), Jρ(x) is almost an almost complex structure and is almost g-compatible.
By (4.7), we have
Jρ(x) + gJ
t
ρ(x)g
−1 =
∫
B
φ(z)
(
g(x)J t(x+ ρz)g−1(x)− g(x + ρz)J t(x+ ρz)g−1(x+ ρz)) dz
We compute
g(x)J t(x+ ρz)g−1(x)− g(x+ ρz)J t(x+ ρz)g−1(x+ ρz) = (g(x)− g(x+ ρz)) J t(x+ ρz)g−1(x)
+ g(x + ρz)J t(x+ ρz)(g−1(x)− g−1(x+ ρz))
It follows that
(4.13) |Jρ(x) + g(x)J tρ(x)g−1(x)| ≤ Cδρ2.
By (4.8), there exists some y ∈ Bρ(x),
|J(y)− Jρ(x)| ≤ C
√
ǫ
In particular it follows that
(4.14) |Jρ(x)Jρ(x) + id| ≤ C
√
ǫ.
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Let Sg and Ag be the g-symmetric part and g-skewsymmetric part of Jρ respectively. Then
we have that (δ < ǫ), using (4.13) and (4.14),
(4.15) |A2g + id| ≤ C
√
ǫ, |Sg| ≤ Cδρ2
Since Ag is g-skewsymmetric, A
2
g is g-symmetric. By (4.15), we conclude that −A2g is a g-
symmetric positive definite matrix, provided ǫ is small enough. Hence there exists a unique
g-symmetric positive matrix such that Q2 = −A2g and QAg = AgQ (see Proposition 3.4).
Denote
(4.16) J¯ρ(x) = Q
−1Ag,
Then J¯ρ(x) is a g-compatible almost complex structure. Note that when ρ = 0, or |x| ≥ θ+τ ,
Jρ(x) = J(x) and hence we also have J¯ρ(x) = Jρ(x) = J(x) for |x| ≥ θ + τ . We compute,
(4.17) |∇J¯ρ| ≤ C|∇Ag| ≤ C((1 + cnδρ)|∇Jρ|+ cnδ)
We also compute
|∇Jρ| ≤
∫
B
φ(z)(|∇J | + |ρ′ ||∇J |)(x+ ρz)dz
It then follows that∫
Bθ+τ\Bθ
|∇J¯ρ|2 ≤C
∫
Bθ+τ\Bθ
|∇Jρ|2 + Cδ2
≤C
∫
Bθ+τ\Bθ
(∫
B
φ(z)|∇J |(x + ρz)dz
)2
+ Cδ2
≤C
∫
Bθ+2τ\Bθ−τ
|∇J |2 + Cδ2
(4.18)
Since J¯ρ(x) agrees with J(x) for |x| ≥ θ+ τ , then by the minimizing property of J we have
(4.19) Eθ+τ (J) ≤ Eθ+τ (J¯ρ)
Now we want to estimate Eθ(J¯ρ). By (4.17), we have
(4.20) Eθ(J¯ρ) ≤ CEθ(Jρ) + Cδ2
To estimate Eθ(Jρ), we need a harmonic approximation of Jρ. Note that ρ = ρ¯ when |x| ≤ θ.
We solve the following harmonic equation with the boundary data Jρ¯,
(4.21) ∆K = 0, in B1/2; K = Jρ¯, on ∂B1/2
Here K is a matrix-valued function and by (4.21) we solve the equation for each entry of the
matrix. We also denote K˜ = Kβα∂β ⊗ dxα as the corresponding tensor. Note that we have
lower order difference for derivatives of K and K˜, interpreted as a matrix-valued function
and tensor-valued function,
∇K˜ =∇K + Γ ∗K
∆K˜ =∆K + Γ ∗ ∂K + ∂Γ ∗K
Nevertheless, the difference is uniformly small (note that if g is Euclidean, the difference is
zero) under our assumption.
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Lemma 4.3. We have the following estimate,
(4.22) Eθ(Jρ¯) ≤ Cǫ1/4E1(J) + CθmE1(J),
for any θ ∈ (0, 1/4).
Proof. Let (Jβα ) be the matrix-valued function which corresponds to the tensor Jρ¯ = J
β
α∂β⊗
dxα. We will need to distinguish (K, K˜) and (Jβα , Jρ¯). As we have mentioned, under our
assumption, the differences will be under uniform control. For example,
∇K˜ = ∇K + Γ ∗K,∇Jρ¯ = ∇Jβα + Γ ∗ Jβα .
We compute
(4.23) Eθ(Jρ¯) ≤ 2
∫
Bθ
|∇Jρ¯ −∇K˜|2 +
∫
Bθ
|∇K˜|2
We can compute
∆|∇K|2 = 2|∇2K|2 +Ric(∇K,∇K) ≥ −Cδ|∇K|2.
By the Harnack inequality, we have
sup
B1/4
|∇K|2 ≤ C
∫
B1/2
|∇K|2
Since K solves (4.21), we have (using (4.11))∫
B1/2
|∇K|2 ≤
∫
B1/2
|∇Jβα |2 ≤ C(E1(J) + δ)
It follows that (since δ < E1(J) = ǫ)
(4.24)
∫
Bθ
|∇K˜|2 ≤ CE1(J)θm
While we have (using (4.12))
|oscB1/2K| ≤ |osuB1/2Jρ¯| ≤ Cǫ1/4
Then we compute∫
Bθ
|∇Jρ¯ −∇K˜|2 = −
∫
Bθ
∆Jρ¯(Jρ¯ − K˜) + Cδθm ≤ Cǫ1/4
∫
B1/2
|∆Jρ¯|+Cδθm
We compute, by (4.10) and the fact that J is a weakly harmonic almost complex structure,
∆Jρ¯ =
∫
Cm
∆xφρ¯(x− y)J(y)dy
=
∫
Cm
∆yφρ¯(x− y)J(y)dy
=
∫
Cm
φρ¯(J∇pJ∇pJ + ∂J ∗ ∂g + J ∗ ∂2g)dy,
(4.25)
where the last step needs some explanation. First we write
∆ = gij∂xi∂xj + ∂g ∗ ∂,
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where ∂g ∗ ∂ denotes the first order terms. Integration by part, we get for any φ with
compact support,
(4.26)
∫
∆φJ =
∫
φ(∆J + ∂J ∗ ∂g + J ∗ ∂2g)
We use the structural equation ∆J = J∇pJ∇pJ in the weak sense that,∫
∆φJ =
∫
(−gij∂iφ∂jJ + φJ ∗ ∂2g + φ∂J ∗ ∂g) =
∫
φ(J∇J∇J + ∂J ∗ ∂g + J ∗ ∂2g),
which proves (4.25). Hence it follows that
(4.27)
∫
B1/2
|∆Jρ¯| ≤ C(E1(J) + δ)
The claim (4.22) follows by combining (4.23), (4.24) and (4.27). 
The remaining arguments are then the same as in [41][Proposition 3.4]. We sketch the
details for completeness. Now let γm ∈ (0, 1/16] be a number depending only on m and
set θ¯ = ǫγm . Let p be the greatest integer that is less than (or equal to) θ¯/3τ (recall that
τ = ǫ1/8) and write the interval
[θ¯, θ¯ + 3pτ ] = ∪iIi,
where Ii = [θ¯ + (i− 1)τ, θ¯ + iτ ], i = 1, 2, · · · , 3p. Since∑
i
∫
|x|∈Ii
|∇J |2 = Eθ¯+3pτ (J)− Eθ¯(J) ≤ E1(J),
there exists some j such that for |x| ∈ Ij ,∫
|x|∈Ij
|∇J |2 ≤ p−1E1 ≤ Cǫ1/16E1(J)
Let θ be the number such that Ij = [θ − τ, θ + 2τ ]. We compute,
Eθ+τ (J) ≤Eθ+τ (J¯ρ)
=Eθ(J¯ρ) +
∫
Bθ+τ\Bθ
|∇J¯ρ|2
≤C(ǫ1/4 + θm)E1(J) + Cǫ1/16E1(J) + Cδ2.
(4.28)
where we have used (4.19), (4.18) and (4.22). Hence we compute (δ < ǫ)
θ2−mEθ(J) ≤ C
(
ǫ1/16θ2−m + θ2
)
E1(J) +Cθ
2−mδ2.
Since θ ∈ [θ¯, 2θ¯] = [ǫγm , 2ǫγm ], we have
(4.29) θ2−mEθ(J) ≤ C
(
ǫ1/16+(2−m)γm + ǫ2γm
)
E1(J) + Cθ
2−mδ2.
We choose γm = min(1/64, 1/32(m−2)) and take ǫ sufficiently small such that Cǫ2γm ≤ 1/2,
then we arrive at the conclusion
θ2−mEθ(J) ≤ 1
2
(
E1(J) + ǫ
1/2δ
)
.
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This completes the proof of the energy decay estimate. 
This ǫ-regularity implies the following,
Corollary 4.4. Then p ∈ R (p is regular) if and only if ΘJ(p) = 0.
It is not hard to see that for pj ∈M such that pj → p, then we have
Corollary 4.5. ΘJ(p) is upper-semicontinuous with respect to p.
ΘJ(p) ≥ lim sup
j
ΘJ(pj).
We also have the following control of singular set,
Corollary 4.6. If J ∈ W 1,2(Jg) is energy-minimizing, then Hm−2(S) = 0; namely the
singular set S has m− 2 Hausdorff measure zero.
Proof. This is standard and we include the details for completeness. We need to show that,
for any ε > 0, there exists a countable collections of balls Bρj (pj) such that S ⊂
⋃
j Bρi(pj),
and
∑
ρm−2j < ε. For p ∈ S, there exists a uniformly ǫ0 > 0, such that ΘJ(p) ≥ ǫ0. By the
monotonicity, we then have, for any r ∈ (0, 1],∫
Br(p)
|∇J |2dv ≥ ǫ0rm−2.
Fix ρ ∈ (0, 1), we can choose a maximal collection of balls Bρ(pi), pi ∈ S, for i = 1, · · · , I,
such that Bρ(pi)∩Bρ(pj) = ∅ for all i 6= j, and such that I is the maximum integer such that
such a collection exists. Then S ⊂ ⋃B2ρ(pi). Otherwise, there exists p ∈ S\⋃B2ρ(pi),
then we can add Bρ(p) to the collection. This contradicts the maximality of I. It then
follows that,
(4.30) Iρm−2 ≤ ǫ−10
∫
∪Bρ(pi)
|∇J |2dv
In particular, we have
Iρm ≤ ǫ−10 ρ2
∫
M
|∇J |2dv
Letting ρ → 0, this implies that S has Lebesgue measure zero. Again, by letting ρ → 0,
then by the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem,∫
∪Bρ(pi)
|∇J |2dv → 0.
Hence (4.30) implies that Hm−2(S) = 0. 
4.3. An improved ǫ-regularity. We derive an improved ǫ-regularity for energy-minimizing
harmonic almost complex structures. For energy minimizing harmonic maps, an improved
ǫ regularity is due to Schoen-Uhlenbeck [41], and the compactness theorem is due to Luck-
haus [35, 36] (partial results have been obtained by Schoen-Uhlenbeck [41] and Hardt-Lin
[26]). Our treatment uses an extension lemma by Luckhaus and we follow the presentations
in L. Simon’s book [43] (see Sections 2.6-2.9).
The following corollary of Luckhaus’ lemma (see Lemma 1, Corollary 1 in [43][Section
2.6, Section 2.7]) will play an important role.
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Corollary 4.7. Suppose N is a smooth compact manifold embedded in Rp and Λ > 0.
There exists δ0 = δ0(n,N,Λ) and C = C(n,N,Λ) such that the following hold:
(1) If we have ǫ ∈ (0, 1] and if u ∈ W 1,2(Bρ(y);N) with ρ2−n
∫
Bρ(y)
|Du|2 ≤ Λ and
ρ−n
∫
Bρ(y)
|u − λx,ρ|2 ≤ δ20ǫ2n, then there is σ ∈ (3ρ/4, ρ) such that there exists a
function w = wǫ ∈W 1,2(Bρ(y);N) which agrees with u in a neighborhood of ∂Bσ(y)
and which satisfies
(4.31) σ2−n
∫
Bσ(y)
|Dw|2 ≤ ǫρ2−n
∫
Bρ(y)
|Du|2 + ǫ−1Cρ−n
∫
Bρ(y)
|u− λx,ρ|2
(2) If ǫ ∈ (0, δ0] and Ω = B(1+ǫ)ρ(y)\Bρ(y), and if u, v ∈W 1,2(Ω;N) satisfies ρ2−n
∫
Ω(|Du|2+
|Dv|2) ≤ Λ and ρ−n ∫Ω |u − v|2 ≤ δ20ǫ2n, then there exists a function w = wǫ ∈
W 1,2(Ω;N) such that w = u in a neighborhood of ∂Bρ(y) and w = v in a neighbor-
hood of ∂B(1+ǫ)ρ(y), and
(4.32) ρ2−n
∫
Ω
|Dw|2 ≤ Cρ2−n
∫
Ω
(|Du|2 + |Dv|2) + ǫ−2Cρ−n
∫
Ω
|u− v|2
We want to use the extension lemmas above to construct comparison almost complex
structures. We need some preparations. First we consider almost complex structures in
W 1,2 and are compatible with the Euclidean metric (over a unit ball B), which we denote
as W 1,2(JEu). We write an almost complex structure as a matrix-valued functions (in
Rm×m) over B (the unit ball). Denote N to be the submanifold of Rm×m given by the
restrictions, J ∈ Rm×m, J2 = −id, J + J t = 0,det(J) = 1. Then W 1,2(JEu) =W 1,2(B,N).
For such almost complex structures J ∈ W 1,2(JEu), we can then apply Corollary 4.7.
Now we consider almost complex structures in W 1,2(Jg). Suppose J is an almost complex
structure inW 1,2(JEu), then by Proposition 3.4, we can construct a unique almost complex
structure J¯ out of J , such that J¯ is g-compatible. Then by Proposition 3.4 again, we
construct a unique almost complex structure J¯ , out of J¯ , such that J¯ is compatible with
the Euclidean metric. By the construction, it would be clear that J¯ = J . Indeed, if g = GGt
locally, then J¯ = G−1JG. In particular, J is g-skewsymmetric if and only if J¯ = G−1JG is
skew-symmetric. With this relation between W 1,2(JEu) and W 1,2(Jg), we can then apply
Corollary 4.7 to get an extension for J ∈W 1,2(Jg). This will allow us to obtain an improved
version of ǫ-regularity as follows. We focus locally over a unit ball B. The metric g is close
to the Euclidean metric, as in (4.1).
Theorem 4.4. Given Λ > 0, there exists a constant ǫ0 = ǫ0(m,Λ) such that if E1(J) ≤ Λ
and ∫
B
|J − λ0,1|2 ≤ ǫ0,
then J is Ho¨lder continuous on B3/16.
Proof. Given J , we can then construct J¯ (using Proposition 3.3), which is a compatible
almost complex structure with the Euclidean metric, such that
(4.33)
∫
B
|J¯ − λ¯0,1|2 ≤ cn(ǫ0 + δ).
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We can obtain (4.33) as follows,∫
B
|J¯ − λ¯0,1|2 ≤ 3
∫
B
(|J¯ − J |2 + |J − λ0,1|2) + 3(λ0,1 − λ¯0,1)2,
where
|λ0,1 − λ¯0,1|2 =
∣∣∣∣
∫
B
(J − J¯)
∣∣∣∣
2
≤ cn
∫
B
|J − J¯ |2
It then follows that ∫
B
|J¯ − λ¯0,1|2 ≤ cn
∫
B
(|J¯ − J |2 + |J − λ0,1|2)
Since g is close to the Euclidean metric as in (4.1), we can then estimate as usual, that∫
B
|J¯ − J |2 ≤ cnδ.
This establishes (4.33). Moreover we have E1(J¯) ≤ 2(Λ+1), similarly as in (3.11). Now we
apply Luckhaus’ extension lemma to J¯ , as in Corollary 4.7 to J¯ . For ǫ ∈ (0, 1], we obtain
an almost complex structure K¯, which is compatible with the Euclidean metric and which
agrees with J¯ near ∂Bσ for some σ ∈ (3/4, 1), such that
σ2−m
∫
Bσ
|DK¯|2 ≤ ǫE1(J¯) + ǫ−1C
∫
B
|J¯ − λ¯0,1|2
Now we need to construct K, out of K¯ such that K is an almost complex structure which
is compatible with g, using Proposition 3.4 again. Similarly as in (3.11), we have∫
Bσ
|∇K|2dv ≤ (1 + cnδ)
∫
Bσ
|DK¯|2 + cnδ2σm
It then follows that,
σ2−m
∫
Bσ
|∇K|2dv ≤ cnǫ(Λ + 1) + Cǫ−1(ǫ0 + δ).
Since K¯ agrees with J¯ in a neighborhood of ∂Bσ, then K agrees with J in a neighborhood
of ∂Bσ, by the discussion above Theorem 4.4. The energy minimizing then implies that
σ2−m
∫
Bσ
|∇J |2dv ≤ σ2−m
∫
Bσ
|∇K|2dv ≤ cnǫ(Λ + 1) + Cǫ−1(ǫ0 + δ).
If ǫ0 and δ are sufficiently small, then we can choose ǫ accordingly, such that σ
2−m
∫
Bσ
|∇J |2dv
is sufficiently small. By the ǫ-regularity, we can then conclude that J is Ho¨lder continuous
in B3/16 (σ > 3/4). 
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4.4. Tangent almost complex structure and stratification of singular set. We first
need a local notion for energy-minimizing almost complex structures. Let Ω ⊂ R2n be an
open set with a metric g = gijdx
i∧dxj. We assume that g is closed to the Euclidean metric
as in (4.1). Suppose g is almost Hermitian, we can then define g-compatible almost complex
structures in Ω, denoted by W 1,2(Ω,Jg). The energy functional in a ball Bρ(y) such that
B¯ρ(y) ⊂ Ω, is given by
EBρ(y)(J) =
∫
Bρ(y)
|∇J |2dv,
where ∇, dv are corresponding notions defined by g. We also use D, ∂ to denote the deriva-
tives with respect to coordinates x = (x1, · · · , x2n). Suppose g is λ-closed to the Euclidean
metric as in (4.1) (replacing δ by λ), then in particular,∫
Bρ(y)
|∇J |2dv =
∫
Bρ(y)
|DJ |2 + o(λ).
Definition 4.8. An almost complex structure J ∈ W 1,2(Ω,Jg) is energy-minimizing if for
each ball Bρ(y) ⊂ Ω,
EBρ(y)(J) ≤ EBρ(y)(K)
for any K ∈W 1,2(Ω,Jg) such that K = J in a neighborhood of ∂Bρ(y).
Let J be an energy-minimizing almost complex structure in W 1,2(Jg). For any point
p ∈ M , we can define a tangent almost complex structure as follows. Choose a local
coordinate around p, which we identify with the unit ball B. Again we assume in B, the
metric g is close the Euclidean metric as in (4.1). For any x ∈ Rm = R2n such that lix ∈ B,
define
Ji(x) = J(xli),
where li is a sequence of positive numbers with limit zero. We will also need the nota-
tion gi(x) = g(λix). When λi → 0, gi(x) converges uniformly on compact subsets to the
Euclidean metric on R2n. A point to make is that Ji(x) is energy-minimizing locally for
BR ⊂ R2n, when i is sufficiently large such that λiR < 1. If p is a smooth point, it is
evident that Ji(x) converges (uniformly on compact subsets) to a constant almost complex
structure Jp = J(0). When p is a singular point, we have the following,
Theorem 4.5. By passing to a subsequence if necessary, Ji(x) converges to an almost
complex structure T0 on R
2n, which is compatible with the Euclidean metric. Moreover, the
convergence is in the strong topology in W 1,2 (on compact subsets) and the limit T0 is an
energy-minimizing almost complex structure on R2n.
Proof. For each fixed R > 0, we consider Ji(x) defined in BR, centered at a fixed point. We
compute, denoting y = λix,
R2−m
∫
BR
|DJi|2dx = (λiR)2−m
∫
BλiR
|DJ |2dy
The monotonicity formula then implies that there exists a uniform constant Λ, such that,
R2−m
∫
BR
|DJi|2dx ≤ Λ
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Hence Ji(x) converges (by subsequence) weakly to J0 in W
1,2 on compact subsets of R2n
and the convergence is strong in L2. Since Ji(x) is an almost complex structure compatible
with gi(x), then T0 satisfies the constraints, T
2
0 = −id, T t0 + T0 = 0 a. e. In other words,
T0 ∈ W 1,2(JEuc). Next we want to show that Ji converges by subsequence to T0 strongly
and T0 is also energy-minimizing. Our argument follows closely [43][Section 2.9, Lemma 1].
Fix θ ∈ (0, 1) and δ1 > 0. Choose an integer N ∈ N such that
R2−m
∫
BR
|DJi|2 < Nδ1.
Let ε ∈ (0, (1 − θ)N−1). There must be an integer 2 ≤ l ≤ N such that
R2−m
∫
BR(θ+lε)\BR(θ+(l−2)ε)
|DJi|2 < δ1
holds for infinitely many i. Choose such l and let r = R(θ + (l − 2)ε), then r(1 + ε) <
R(θ + lε) < R. There exists a subsequence, which we still denote by Ji, such that
R2−m
∫
Br(1+ε)\Br
|DJi|2 < δ1
We can assume Ji converges to T0 weakly in W
1,2 and strongly in L2, by passing to a
subsequence if necessary. We also have
R2−m
∫
Br(1+ε)\Br
|DT0|2 ≤ lim inf
i→∞
R2−m
∫
Br(1+ε)\Br
|DJi|2 ≤ δ1.
Now we apply first Proposition 3.4 to construct J¯i, out of Ji, such that J¯i is compatible
with the Euclidean metric. In particular, we have the following estimates, argued similarly
as in Proposition 3.5,∫
BR
|Ji − J¯i|2 = o(λi), R2−m
∫
Br(1+ε)\Br
|DJ¯i|2 = R2−m
∫
Br(1+ε)\Br
|DJi|2 + o(λi)
We can then apply Corollary 4.7 (2) to J¯i and T0. We can get an almost complex structure
Ki, which agrees with J¯i in a neighborhood of ∂Br(1+ε), and which agrees with T0 in a
neighborhood of ∂Br, and
R2−m
∫
Br(1+ε)\Br
|DK¯i|2 ≤ CR2−m
∫
Br(1+ε)\Br
(|DJ¯i|2 + |DT0|2 + ε−2R−2|J¯i − T0|2)
Now suppose K is an arbitrary almost complex structure compatible with the Euclidean
metric, defined in BθR, and it agrees with T0 in a neighborhood of ∂BθR. We extend K
over BR by taking K = T0 on BR\BθR. Define K˜i as follows, K˜i = K over Br, K˜i = K¯i
over Br(1+ε)\Br, and K˜i = J¯i over BR\Br(1+ε).
Next we want to use the fact that Ji is energy-minimizing (with fixed boundary data
on ∂Br(1+ε)). However K¯i is compatible with Euclidean metric, instead of gi. We need to
apply Proposition 3.4 again, to construct a unique almost complex structure, out of K˜i,
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which we denote as J˜i. Again we have the estimate∫
Br(1+ε)
|DJ˜i|2 =
∫
Br(1+ε)
|DK˜2i |+ o(λi).
It is important to note that K˜i agrees with J¯i near ∂Br(1+ε), hence J˜i agree with Ji near
∂Br(1+ε). Hence by minimizing property of Ji, we have∫
Br(1+ε)
|∇iJi|2dvi ≤
∫
Br(1+ε)
|∇iJ˜i|2dvi,
where ∇i, dvi are geometric quantities associated with the metric gi(x). Now we need the
estimates∫
Br(1+ε)
|∇iJi|2dvi =
∫
Br(1+ε)
|DJi|2 + o(λi),
∫
Br(1+ε)
|∇iJ˜i|2dvi =
∫
Br(1+ε)
|DJ˜i|2 + o(λi).
Hence, we have the following,
r2−m
∫
Br
|DJ0|2 ≤ lim inf r2−m
∫
Br
|DJi|2
≤ lim inf r2−m
∫
Br(1+ǫ)
|DJ˜i|2
≤ lim inf r2−m
∫
Br(1+ǫ)
|DK˜i|2
≤r2−m
∫
Br
|DK|2 + lim inf r2−m
∫
Br(1+ε)\Br
|DK¯i|2
≤r2−m
(∫
Br
|DK|2 + Cδ1
)
(4.34)
Since δ1 is arbitrary, and θR < r, we have the following,∫
BθR
|DJ0|2 ≤
∫
BθR
|DK|2.
In other words, T0 is energy minimizing on BθR. Since θ ∈ (0, 1) and R are also arbitrary,
this proves that T0 is energy-minimizing.
To prove the strong convergence in W 1,2, we can take K = T0 in (4.34), then we obtain,
lim inf
∫
Br
|DJi|2 ≤
∫
Br
|DT0|2.
Hence we have
lim inf
∫
Br
|DJi|2 =
∫
Br
|DT0|2.
By passing to a subsequence if necessary, we can assume Ji converges to T0 weakly and
lim
∫
Br
|DJi|2 =
∫
Br
|DT0|2.
This would imply particularly the strong convergence of Ji to T0 in W
1,2. 
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There are nice results about tangent maps for energy-minimizing harmonic maps and the
stratification of singular sets using the properties of tangent maps , see [41, 47] . These
results can be viewed as adaption of corresponding results for minimal surfaces of F. Almgren
[1]. Given the results we have derived for energy-minimizing almost complex structures,
these corresponding results for tangent maps of energy-minimizing harmonic maps can be
directly carried over to tangent almost harmonic complex structures. For completeness we
include some details. Our presentation follows [43][Section 3].
Suppose J is an energy-minimizing almost complex structure and p ∈ S is a singular
point. Denote T to denote a tangent almost complex structure of J at p ∈M , constructed
by Theorem 4.5. Then we have the following,
Proposition 4.9. The energy density satisfies
ΘJ(p) = ΘT (0) = r
2−m
∫
Br
|DT |2,∀r > 0.
Moreover, we have the formula
(4.35) 0 = R2−m
∫
BR
|DT |2 − r2−m
∫
Br
|DT |2 =
∫
BR\Br
|∂rT |2
Hence T (λx) = T (x) for all λ > 0, x ∈ R2n, and ∂rT = 0.
Proof. By definition, there exists li → 0, such that Ji(x) = J(lix) converges to T strongly
in W 1,2 on compact subsets of R2n. Write gi(x) = g(lix). Then
ΘJ(p) = lim
r→0
r2−m
∫
Br(p)
|∇J |2dv = lim
i→∞
∫
B1
|∇iJi|2dvi =
∫
B1
|DT |2.
A similar argument gives, for σ > 0 fixed
ΘJ(p) = lim
r→0
(σr)2−m
∫
Bσr(p)
|∇J |2dv = lim
i→∞
σ2−m
∫
Bσ
|∇iJi|2dvi = σ2−m
∫
Bσ
|DT |2.
This completes the proof. 
Proposition 4.9 gives a nice description of a regular point of J : p ∈ M is regular if and
only if there exists a constant tangent almost complex structure at p, since T is constant
if and only if ΘT (0) = ΘJ(p) = 0. We can also have the following version of compactness
result, which allows we consider a sequence of energy-minimizers (even at different points).
Suppose Ji is a sequence of energy-minimizing almost complex structures in W
1,2(Jg). Fix
a sequence pi ∈ M and identify B1(pi) with B1 ⊂ Rm via the exponential map exppi . Let
ri be a sequence such that ri → 0, define
J˜i(x) := Ji(exppi(rix)), x ∈ Br−1i (0) ⊂ R
m.
By the identical proof as in Theorem 4.5, we have the following
Theorem 4.6. By passing to a subsequence if necessary, J˜i converges to an admissible
almost complex structure T0 on R
2n strongly in W 1,2 (on compact subsets). Moreover T0 is
also energy-minimizing.
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Remark 4.10. We can even assume the background metrics g varies, once we have uniform
C3 control on the metrics. Since we do not need these results, we skip the details. We should
emphasize a tangent almost complex structure satisfies the homogeneity condition ∂rT = 0.
But in Theorem 4.6, ∂rT0 = 0 is not true if we allow the base points vary.
Remark 4.11. We have shown that energy-minimizing almost complex structures inW 1,2(Jg)
are compact. With a little more effort, we can also prove a compactness theorem for local
energy-minimizing almost complex structures, based on Luckhaus’ extension theorem (see
Corollary 4.7). Such a nice compactness result for energy-minimizing harmonic maps is
due to Luckhaus [35, 36].
A compatible almost complex structure on R2n (or bounded domain Ω) (which induces
a fixed orientation of R2n) is a map from R2n to SO(2n)/U(n), endowed with the natural
metric
(J1, J2) = − 1
2n
Tr(J1J2).
An energy-minimizing almost complex structure on R2n is then an energy-minimizing har-
monic map, see such an correspondence in [16] for example. Theorem 4.5 implies that a
tangent almost complex structure of an energy-minimizing almost complex structure is an
energy-minimizing, homogeneous (degree zero) almost complex structure on R2n, hence it
is also an energy-minimizing harmonic map in W 1,2(R2n, SO(2n)/U(n)) of homogeneous
degree zero (even though an energy-minimizing almost complex structure might not be a
harmonic map itself). We consider an example when the dimension is four (n = 2).
Example 4.12. When n = 2, SO(4)/U(2) can be identified with S2 (with the standard
metric, up to a scaling factor). A tangent almost complex structure can be identified with
an energy-minimizing, homogeneous harmonic map (of degree zero) in W 1,2loc (R
4, S2). We
can compute this in coordinates directly. A compatible almost complex structure satisfies
J2 = −id, J t + J = 0. It is easy to compute that J is of the form,
J =


0 a b c
−a 0 −c b
−b c 0 −a
−c −b a 0

 or, J =


0 a b c
−a 0 c −b
−b −c 0 a
c b −a 0


with the constraint a2+b2+c2 = 1. The energy functional is then given by E(J) =
∫ |∇J |2 =
4
∫ |∇u|2, if we denote u = (a, b, c). Hence an energy-minimizing almost complex structure
on R4 is equivalent to an energy-minimizing harmonic map in W 1,2loc (R
4, S2). Moreover,
we know such an energy-minimizing map must be homogeneous (of degree zero), meaning
T (λx) = T (x) for λ > 0. Such harmonic maps were studied extensively, in particular see
Hardt-Lin [28].
Now we consider the natural stratification of the singular set S. Suppose T is a tangent
almost complex structure of J at p ∈ S. Denote
S(T ) = {z ∈ R2n : ΘT (z) = ΘT (0)}.
Then we have the following,
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Proposition 4.13. For any z ∈ R2n, ΘT (z) ≤ ΘT (0). If the equality holds, then T (z +
λx) = T (z + x) for any λ > 0, x ∈ R2n. Moreover S(T ) is a linear subspace of R2n and for
any z ∈ S(T ), x ∈ R2n, λ > 0,
T (λx+ z) = T (x+ z) = T (x).
We also have dim(S(T )) ≤ 2n− 1 and S(T ) ⊂ Sing(T ).
Proof. The proof in the setting of harmonic maps can be directly carried over. See Section
3.3 in [43]. 
This leads the following definition,
Definition 4.14. An admissible almost complex structure on R2n is k−homogeneous at
z ∈ R2n with respect to the k-plane V k ⊂ R2n if
(1) T (z + λx) = T (z + x) for any λ > 0, x ∈ R2n.
(2) T (x+ v) = T (x), for any x ∈ R2n, v ∈ V k.
If z = 0 ∈ R2n, then we say T is k-homogeneous. By admissible almost complex structure
we mean the almost complex structure is in W 1,2 and it is compatible with the Euclidean
metric almost everywhere. We denote dim(S(T )) = k, for some k ∈ {0, · · · , 2n − 1}.
Proposition 4.13 then means that T is k-homogeneous at any z ∈ S(T ) with respect to
S(T ). We define, for j = 0, 1, · · · , 2n− 1,
Sj = {p ∈ S : dim S(T ) ≤ j for all tangent almost harmonic complex structures T at p}
In other words, p ∈ Sj if and only if no tangent almost complex structure at p is (j + 1)-
homogeneous. We can then get a stratification of the singularities,
S0 ⊂ S1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ S2n−3 ⊂ S2n−2 ⊂ S2n−1 = S.
We have the following,
Theorem 4.7. We have S = S2n−3. Moreover, for each j = 0, · · · , 2n − 3, the Hausdorff
dimension dim Sj ≤ j.
Proof. The proof follows the case for energy-minimizing harmonic maps; in particular we
follow [43][Section 3.4]. For completeness, we sketch a proof briefly.
We first show S = S2n−3. By definition, if a tangent map T at p satisfies dimS(T ) = 2n,
then T will be a constant map with ΘT (0) = 0. This would imply that p is a regular
point. Hence S = S2n−1. Since a tangent almost complex structure is energy-minimizing,
this implies that dimS(T ) ≤ 2n − 3 since S(T ) ⊂ Sing(T ) and the singular set of T has
Hausdorff dimension H2n−2 = 0. This implies that S2n−1 = S2n−2 = S2n−3.
Next we want to show that the Hausdorff dimension of Sj ≤ j, for 0 ≤ j ≤ 2n − 3.
We cover the manifold M by finitely many of geodesic balls Bpi of radius 1. Note that we
assume in these balls, the metric g satisfies the bounds (4.1); in particular the exponential
maps are one-to-one and onto (on unit balls of tangent space Tpi(M) to the geodesic balls
Bpi) and the exponential maps are isometry on each ball, given by
exppi : (B1, exp
∗ g)→ Bpi .
Hence we need to show that the Hausdorff dimension of Sj ∩Bpi is at most m− 3 for each
i. From now on we fix i and consider Sj ∩ (Bpi , g).
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For each pi ∈M , we identify the geodesic ball Bpi with the ball B1 ⊂ TpiM through the
exponential map. For any p ∈ B1, we denote
ηp,ρ(x) = ρ
−1(x− p),∀x ∈ Bρ(p).
We claim that for each p ∈ Sj ∩ Bpi , and each δ > 0, there exists an ε0 = ε0(J, p, δ) such
that for each ρ ∈ (0, ε0],
(4.36) ηp,ρ{x ∈ Bρ(p) : ΘJ(x) ≥ ΘJ(p)− ε0} ⊂ the δ-neighborhood of Lp,ρ ∩B1
for some j-dimensional subspace Lp,ρ of R
m = TpM , where B1 is the unit ball in R
m = TpM .
Suppose this is false, then there exists δ0 > 0 and p ∈ Sj and a sequence of ρk → 0,
εk → 0 such that
{x ∈ B1 : ΘJρk (x) ≥ ΘJ(y)− εk}
is not contained in the δ0 neighborhood of L for every j-dimensional subspace L of R
m,
where we denote
Jk(x) := Jρk(x) = J ◦ expp(ρkx)
By passing to a subsequence if necessary, Jk(x) converges to a tangent almost complex
structure T at p, such that ΘJ(p) = ΘT (0). Since p ∈ Sj , we have dimS(T ) ≤ j by
definition. Hence there exists a j-dimensional subspace L0 such that S(T ) ⊂ L0 (L0 = S(T )
if dimS(T ) = j) and a positive number α (depending on δ0, T in particular), such that
(4.37) ΘT (x) < ΘT (0)− α
for all x ∈ B¯1 with dist(x,L0) ≥ δ0. Thus, for all k sufficiently large, we have
{x ∈ B1 : ΘJρk (x) ≥ ΘT (0) − α} ⊂ {x : dist(x,L0) < δ0}
Otherwise we would have a subsequence k˜ with ΘJρ
k˜
(xk˜)
≥ ΘT (0) − α for some xk˜ ∈ B1
with dist(xk˜, L0) ≥ δ0. By taking another subsequence if necessary and using the upper
semicontinuity that (x∞ = limxk˜), we get
ΘT (x∞) ≥ lim supΘJρ
k˜
(xk˜)
≥ ΘT (0)− α,
and dist(x∞, L0) ≥ δ0. This contradicts (4.37).
Now we denote Sj,k to be the set of points in Sj∩Bpi such that (4.36) holds with ε0 = k−1,
for each k ∈ N. By the claim (4.36), we know that
Sj ∩Bpi = ∪kSj,k
Now we denote, for each q ≥ 1,
Sj,k,q = {x ∈ Sj,k : ΘJ(x) ∈ (q − 1
k
,
q
k
]}
Hence we have
Sj ∩Bpi = ∪k,qSj,k,q
For each p ∈ Sj,k,q, then
Sj,k,q ⊂ {x : ΘJ(x) ≥ ΘJ(y)− 1
k
}.
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Hence by the claim (4.36) with ε0 = k
−1, ρ ≤ k−1,
ηp,ρ (Sj,k,q ∩Bρ(p))
is contained in the δ-neighborhood of Lp,ρ for some j-dimensional subspace of R
m. Thus
each set Sj,k,q has the “δ-approximation property” as in [43][Section 3.4]. Then by a care-
ful covering argument (see [43][Section 3.4, Lemma]), it follows that Sj,k,q has Hausdorff
dimension at most j. This completes the proof. 
5. Quantitative stratification and the regularity scale
In this section we apply the method used by Cheeger-Naber [12, 13], called quantitative
stratification, to study the regularity of energy-minimizing almost complex structures. In-
stead of focusing on the tangent almost complex structures (or tangent map, tangent cone),
the method of quantitative stratification focuses on the almost tangent complex structure
in an effective way. The techniques in [13] can be applied in a straightforward way to our
setting to obtain quantitative results. Our arguments follow closely [13] for harmonic maps
and we include details for completeness. Moreover, by combining the regularity results in
Section 4 and quantitative stratification, we can improve regularities results and give an
effective estimate on the regularity scale for energy-minimizing harmonic almost complex
structures, similar as in [13]. Such an estimate will imply the Minkowski dimension bound
for the singular set. As an application, we will get uniform Lp estimate of |∇J | for any
p < 3. We should also mention the estimates of Minkowski dimension (the volume estimate
of r-tubular neighborhood) of singular sets were developed by Chen-Donaldson [14, 15] in
the context of Ka¨hler-Einstein metrics.
5.1. Quantitative stratification for energy-minimizing almost complex structures.
In this section we consider the quantitative stratification for energy-minimizing almost com-
plex structures. We should mention that in [13] for the case of harmonic maps, the discussion
hold for more general stationary harmonic maps. In our setting, however, there seems to
be no good notion of stationary harmonic almost complex structures, see discussions in
Appendix. Hence we focus on minimizing case.
Consider a geodesic ball B2(p) ⊂ M , we identify B2(p) with an Euclidean ball B2(0)
via the exponential map, exp : B2(0) → M with exp(0) = p. Again we assume that the
injectivity radius of (M,g) is larger than 2, by a fixed scaling if necessary. We also assume
that the metric g is universally close to an Euclidean metric in B2(0), given by (4.1).
We consider the almost complex structure defined on B2r−1(0) ⊂ R2n by
Tp,rJ(z) = Jp,r(z) := J ◦ expp(rz)
Remark 5.1. We have also used the notation Tp,r(z) = J(rz) in Section 4, when we choose
a coordinate of B2(p) via expp (hence p = 0). We may use both notations, in particular
when p is fixed.
By the discussion in Section 4, for any sequence ri → 0, Tp,riJ(z) converges by sub-
sequence to a tangent almost complex structure T on R2n which is compatible with the
Euclidean metric. Moreover T is energy minimizing and homogeneous of degree zero and
this gives a stratification of the singular set S based on homogeneity of its tangent map.
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For a quantitative version of such stratification, we consider almost homogeneity of almost
tangent almost complex structures of J .
Definition 5.2. An admissible almost complex structure J is (ε, r, k)-homogeneous (r ≤ 1)
at p, if there exists a k-homogeneous admissible almost complex structure T on R2n such
that ∫
B1(0)
|Tp,rJ − T |2 ≤ ε.
If T is k-homogeneous with respect to the k-plane V k ⊂ R2n (see Definition 4.14), then
we write
V kJ,p := Br(p) ∩ expp(V k)
and it is called the defining plane of T . Now we introduce the quantitative singular sets.
Definition 5.3. For each η > 0 and r ∈ (0, 1), the kth effective singular stratum Skη,r(J) ⊂
M is the set
Skη,r(J) :=
{
p ∈M :
∫
B1(0)
|Tp,sJ − T |2 > η
}
where the inequality holds for all s ∈ [r, 1] and all (k + 1)-homogeneous admissible almost
complex structures T on R2n.
In most cases we will simply write Skη,r when J is clear and fixed. By definition, p ∈ Skη,r if
and only if J is not (η, s, k+1)-homogeneous for every s ∈ [r, 1]. It also follows immediately
from the definition that
Skη,r ⊂ Sk
′
η′ ,r′
if k ≤ k′ , r ≤ r′ , η ≥ η′
Moreover, we have the following description of the singular stratum,
Skη =
⋂
r
Skη,r
and
Sk =
⋃
η
⋂
r
Skη,r
Now we can state the main result in this section,
Theorem 5.1. Let J ∈W 1,2(Jg) be an energy minimizing (weakly harmonic) almost com-
plex structure, then for any η > 0 there exists C = C(M,g, η) such that for any r < 1, and
for any p ∈M ,
(5.1) Vol(Tr(Skη,r) ∩B1(p)) ≤ Crm−k−η,
where Tr(A) is the r-tubular neighborhood of a set A.
Note that Theorem 5.1 and its proof are purely local, hence given a point p ∈M , we can
focus on the ball B2(0) ⊂ R2n, which is identified with B2(p) through the exponential map.
The proof follows the general strategy as in Cheeger-Naber [12, 13]. In particular the authors
proved in [13] the volume estimate holds for stationary harmonic maps . For the stationary
harmonic maps, the volume estimate obtained in [13] is of the order rm−k−η. Later on
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Naber-Valtorta [37] strengthen the results to the order rm−k for stationary harmonic map
and they also proved that the Skη is k-rectifiable (among other results). All these arguments
are based on quantitative technique and are rather complicated. We will defer the proof of
Theorem 5.1 and discuss its application on the estimate of regularity scale.
5.2. Regularity scale and improved estimates. Given a point p and an almost complex
structure J ∈W 1,2(Jg), we define the regularity scale rJ(p) to be the maximum of r ∈ (0, 1]
such that J has uniform C2 bound (in terms of r−1) over Br(p). If such a r > 0 does not
exists, rJ(p) = 0. More precisely, we define
rJ(p) := max{r ∈ [0, 1] : sup
Br(p)
r|∇J |+ r2|∇2J | ≤ 1}
For an energy minimizer J , then rJ(p) = 0 if and only if p ∈ S. We need an effective
estimate on the set where rJ is small. We denote, for r ∈ (0, 1),
Br(J) := {p ∈M, rJ(p) ≤ r}.
Theorem 5.2. Let J be an energy-minimizing almost complex structure in W 1,2(Jg). For
all η > 0, there exists a constant C = C(η,M, g) such that for any r ∈ (0, 1), we have
(5.2) Vol(Tr(Br(J)) ∩B1(p)) ≤ Cr3−η.
In particular, we get the Minkowski dimension bound
dimMinS ≤ 2n− 3.
As a direct corollary, we have the following Lp bound on (rJ)−1 for p < 3.
Corollary 5.4. Let J ∈ W 1,2(Jg) be an energy minimizer. Then for any p ∈ [1, 3), there
exists a constant C = C(M,g, p) such that∫
M
|∇J |2dv ≤
∫
M
(rJ)−pdv ≤ C.
Moreover, for any p ∈ [2, 3), we have the following∫
M
|∇2J |p/2dv ≤
∫
M
(rJ)−pdv ≤ C.
Proof. By covering M with unit geodesic balls, the proof is local. We divide B1 into the
subsets Ai such that 2
−i−1 ≤ rJ ≤ 2−i. For any 1 ≤ p < 3 fixed, we can choose η > 0 such
that p < 3− η. With such a fixed η, we apply (5.2) to obtain,∫
B1
(rJ)−pdv ≤ C
∑
i
2(i+1)pVol(Ai) ≤ C
∑
i
2p2i(p−3+η) <∞.

To prove Theorem 5.2, we need a new version of ǫ-regularity, based on the homogeneity
of the energy-minimizing almost complex structure.
Theorem 5.3. Let J be an energy-minimizing almost complex structure in W 1,2(Jg). For
any p ∈ M , there exist ǫ = ǫ(M,g) and r0 = r0(M,g) such that if J is (ǫ, r,m − 2)-
homogeneous over Br(p), then r
J(p) ≥ r/8, for all r ∈ (0, r0].
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The proof of Theorem 5.3 relies on the improved regularity Theorem 4.4 and a quanti-
tative description of a (m− 2)-homogeneous almost complex structure. First we state this
general result for homogeneous objects, see [13][Lemma 2.5].
Example 5.5. A prototype example is as follows, the map (x, y)→ (x/
√
x2 + y2, y/
√
x2 + y2)
is a homogeneous map of degree zero from R2 → S1. A straightforward computation shows
that the map has infinite energy over B1(0). Indeed any homogeneous map of degree zero
on B1(0) ⊂ R2 has infinite energy, unless it is a constant map. Similarly, a (m − 2)-
homogeneous map with finite energy has to be m-homogeneous, namely a constant map.
Lemma 2.5 in [13] is an effective version. Since this is a general phenomenon for homoge-
neous objects, it also holds for our setting.
We need the following version in our setting, for an admissible almost complex structure
T on B2(0) ⊂ R2n = Rm with energy bounded by Λ.
Lemma 5.6. If T is (m−2) homogeneous admissible almost complex structure with bounded
energy over B2(0), then T is a constant almost complex structure. We also have the fol-
lowing effective version, for all ǫ > 0, there exist δ = δ(n, ǫ,Λ) > 0 such that if T is
(δ, 2,m − 2)-homogeneous with energy bounded by Λ, then T is (ǫ, 2,m)-homogeneous.
Proof. The proof is similar to [13][Lemma 2.5]. Suppose T is (m−2)-homogeneous, we need
to show DT = 0, or in other words, ∫
B2
|DT |2 = 0
If this were to fail, by radial invariance of T , we can assume there exists some point e ∈ Rm
with norm one, and some c > 0, ∫
B1/4(e)
|DT |2 = c > 0.
For j = 1, 2, · · · , the balls B4−j−1(4−je) are mutually disjoint. By radial invariance again,
(5.3)
∫
B
4−j−1
(4−je)
|DT |2 = c4−j(m−2)
Suppose T is (m − 2)-homogeneous with respect to V m−2, then there exists c1 > 0, we
can construct, for each j, at least a collection of at least c14
j(m−2) mutually disjoint balls
contained in B2(0), with centers in V
m−2 and radius 4−j−1. By translation invariance, for
each of these balls, (5.3) holds. Note that for different j, all corresponding balls are also
mutually disjoint. But this would implies that
∫
B2
|DT |2 ≥ ∑j cc1 = ∞, contradicting
finite energy assumption.
Now we prove the quantitative version. Suppose this were not true, then there exists
ǫ > 0 and a sequence of (i−1, 2,m − 2)-homogeneous admissible almost complex structures
Ti defined over B2(0) ⊂ Rm with uniformly bounded energy, but none of them is (ǫ, 2,m)-
homogeneous. We can assume that Ti is (i
−1, 2,m − 2)-homogeneous with respect to a
(0, 2,m− 2)-homogeneous admissible almost complex structure Ki. By orthogonal rotation
if necessary, we can assume Ki are (m− 2)-homogeneous with respect to the same (m− 2)
plane in Rm (Correspondingly, we need to do the orthogonal rotation in coordinates for
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Ti). By passing to a subsequence, Ti converges to T∞ in L
2, and T∞ has bounded energy.
In particular, T∞ is then (2i
−1, 2,m− 2)-homogeneous with respect to Ki for each i hence
T∞ is (0, 2,m−2)-homogeneous, but T∞ is not (ǫ, 2,m)-homogeneous. This contradicts the
fact above. 
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 5.3.
Proof of Theorem 5.3. We argue by contradiction. Fix a point p ∈M , for a sequence of ǫi
and ri both converging to zero, there exists an energy-minimizing almost complex structure
Ji, such that Ji is (ǫi, ri,m − 2)-homogeneous over Bri(p), but rJi(p) < ri/8. Then by
Theorem 4.6 Tp,riJi(z) converges to (inW
1,2 norm over compact sets of R2n), by subsequence
if necessary, an energy-minimizing almost complex structure T on R2n. Moreover, since Ji
is (ǫi, ri,m− 2)-homogeneous, then there exists Ti, a (m− 2) homogeneous almost complex
structure, such that ∫
B2(0)
|Tp,riJi − Ti|2 < ǫi
When i is sufficiently large, this implies that∫
B2(0)
|T − Ti|2 < 2ǫi.
Since Ti is (m − 2)-homogeneous, we know that T is (2ǫi, 1,m − 2)-homogeneous for all i,
hence it is (0, 1,m − 2)-homogeneous. This implies that T is a constant almost complex
structure. Hence it follows that ∫
B2
|Tp,riJi − T |2 → 0
when i sufficiently large, where T is a constant almost complex structure. Let li denote the
average of Tp,riJi, then clearly∫
B2
|Tp,riJi − li|2 ≤
∫
B2
|Tp,riJi − T |2
Note that Tp,riJi(z) = Ji(riz)), we can then apply the improved ǫ-regularity theorem (see
Theorem 4.4), to J˜i(z) := Tp,riJi(z), for sufficiently large i, J˜i(z) has uniformly bounded C
α
norm (hence smooth with uniformly Ck norm) in B3/16. In particular we have the uniform
estimate, for i sufficiently large,
sup
B3/16
|∇J˜i|+ |∇2J˜i| ≤ 1.
This implies that rJ˜i(0) ≥ 3/16. By scaling this implies rJi(p) ≥ 3ri/16 for i sufficiently
large. This contradiction completes the proof. 
Now we can finish the proof of the main theorem in this section,
Proof of Theorem 5.2. We only need to prove for r < r0, where r0 is the uniform constant
in Theorem 5.3. Given r < r0, then for p ∈ Br/8(J), rJ(p) < r/8, J is not (ǫ, 2r,m − 2)
homogeneous by Theorem 5.3. In other words, p ∈ Sm−3η,2r for any η ∈ (0, ǫ]. Therefore
Tr/8(Br/8(J)) ⊂ Tr/8(Sm−3η,2r ).
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Taking r˜ = r/8, then we get, by Theorem 5.1,
Vol(Tr˜Br˜(J) ∩B1) ≤ Vol(Tr˜(Sm−3η,16r˜)) ≤ Cr˜3−η.
Given the volume estimate above, the Minkowski dimension bound is a routine argument
by definition. 
5.3. Proof of Theorem 5.1. We now prove Theorem 5.1 in this section. The proof follows
the arguments in [12, 13] and it is technically involved. The essential point is to decompose
the set Skη,r ∩ B1 into subsets under various homogeneity scales. The growth rate of the
numbers of these subsets (at various scales) is of polynomial growth, using a quantitative
version of the fact that tangent cones are homogeneous degree zero together with the uniform
energy bound. In particular, points in Skη,r with same (small) homogeneity scales line up in
a tubular neighborhood of some k-plane. This would allow us to find an effective covering
of Skη,r using small balls.
First we recall a cone-splitting principle for admissible almost complex structures on Rm.
Proposition 5.7. Suppose an admissible almost complex structure T on Rm is k-homogeneous
at y with respect to k-plane V k, and T is homogeneous of degree zero at z. Suppose
z − y /∈ V k. Then T is (k + 1)-homogeneous at y with respect to (k + 1)-plane spanned
by z − y and V k.
Proof. We can assume y = 0 by a translation. For any t ∈ R, x ∈ Rm, v ∈ V k, we need to
show that
T (x+ tz + v) = T (x)
Write t = l − l−1 for some l > 0. We compute
T (x+ tz + v) =T (x+ tz) = T (l(z + l−2(lx− z))) = T (z + l−2(lx− z))
=T (z + lx− z) = T (lx) = T (x).

We now state a quantitative version of cone splitting lemma.
Lemma 5.8 (Cone splitting I). For any ǫ, τ > 0, there exists 0 < δ = δ(M,g, ǫ, τ) and
0 < θ = θ(M,g, ǫ, τ) such that the following holds. For any energy-minimizing almost
complex structure J in W 1,2(Jg) such that J is (δ, r, k)-homogeneous at p ∈ M , for r ≤ θ
and there exists y ∈ Br(p)\Tτr(V kJ,p) such that J is (δ, r, 0)-homogeneous at y. Then J is
(ǫ, r, k + 1)-homogeneous at p.
Proof. We argue by contradiction. Suppose for some given ǫ, τ > 0, taking a sequence
δi, θi → 0, there exists a sequence of minimizing almost complex structures Ji violating the
claim: Ji is (δi, ri, k)-homogeneous at p for ri ≤ θi and there exists yi ∈ Bri(p)\Tτri(V kJi,p)
such that Ji is (δi, ri, 0)-homogeneous at yi, but Ji is not (ǫ, ri, k + 1)-homogeneous at p.
Use the exponential map expp to identify B1(p) with B1(0). We also assume the defining
plane of Ji are all the same, otherwise we perform a rotation. Consider dilation by z → riz
and the sequence J˜i(z) = Ji(riz). Then J˜i is (δi, 1, k)-homogeneous at 0 and there exists
y˜i ∈ B1(0)\Tτ (V kJ˜i,0) such that J˜i is (δi, 1, 0)-homogeneous at y˜i, but J˜i is not (ǫ, 1, k + 1)-
homogeneous. By passing to subsequence, we can assume J˜i converges strongly to an
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energy-minimizing almost complex structure T∞ on R
2m of homogeneous degree zero. In
particular T∞ will be (0, 1, k)-homogeneous at 0 (that is k-homogeneous by definition).
Moreover, we can assume y˜i converges to y˜∞ ⊂ B1(0)\Tτ (V kT,0) such that T∞ is (0, 1, 0)-
homogeneous at y∞. By cone-splitting principle, we know that T is (k + 1)-homogeneous
with respect to span{y∞, V kT,0}. Since J˜i converges to T strongly, this contradicts that J˜i is
not (ǫ, 1, k + 1)-homogeneous. 
Lemma 5.9 (Cone splitting II). Given η, τ > 0, there exist ǫ = ǫ(M,g, η, τ) and θ =
θ(M,g, η, τ) such that the following holds. Let J ∈ W 1,2(Jg) be an energy-minimizing
almost complex structure. Suppose x ∈ Skη,r and J is (ǫ, r, 0) homogeneous at x for r ∈ (0, θ].
Denote
Hx,r := {y ∈ Br(x) : J is (ǫ, r, 0)-homogeneous at y}.
Then there exists some k-plane V k, Hx,r ⊂ Tτr(V kJ,x).
Proof. Given some fixed η, τ > 0, we can find a sequence Ji, xi and ri → 0, such that
xi ∈ Skη,ri , but for any k-plane V k, Hxi,ri contains at least a point outside Tτri(V kJi,xi). Then
we can construct inductively a collection of k+1 points (y1i , · · · , yk+1i ) in Hxi,ri , with y˜ji =
exp−1xi (y
j
i ) such that the following holds. Denote V
0 = {0} and V j = span{0, y˜1i , · · · , y˜ji }
for j = 1, · · · k + 1, then yji ∈ Bri(x)\Tτri(V j−1), for j = 1, · · · , k + 1. We claim that Ji is
(η, ri, k + 1)-homogeneous at xi for i sufficiently large, hence contradicts xi ∈ Skη,ri .
To prove the claim, we apply Lemma 5.8 inductively. For ǫ, τ fixed in Lemma 5.8,
consider δ = δ(M,g, ǫ, τ) determined by Lemma 5.8. Set δ[0] = η and define inductively
δ[j+1] = δ(M,g, δ[j], τ) for j = 0, · · · , k. Take ǫ to be δ[k+1] (the smallest number among δ[j]
for j = 0, 1, · · · , k+1). We can then apply Lemma 5.8 inductively to xi, V j for j = 0, · · · , k
with corresponding ǫ = δ[k−j] and τ , to conclude that Ji is (δ
[k−j], ri, j + 1)-homogeneous
at xi, for j = 0, 1, · · · , k. That is, Ji is (δ[k+1−j], ri, j)-homogeneous at xi (with respect to
j-plane V j), and Ji is (δ
[k+1−j], ri, 0) homogeneous at y
j+1
i , we can conclude by Lemma 5.8
that Ji is (δ
[k−j], ri, j + 1)-homogeneous at xi (with respect to (j + 1)-plane V
j+1). This
completes the proof. 
Lemma 5.9 follows Breiner-Lamm [7], where the authors apply the quantitative tech-
nique in [13] to biharmonic maps. We will also need the following quantitative rigidity,
which is a quantitative description of the fact that any tangent almost complex structure
is homogeneous degree zero.
Proposition 5.10 (Quantitative rigidity). For every ǫ > 0, there exists ζ = ζ(M,g, ǫ)
and τ1 = τ1(M,g, ǫ) such that for any energy minimizing almost complex structure J ∈
W 1,2(Jg), and if for any 0 < r ≤ 1, β ≤ τ1,
Θ˜J(x, r)− Θ˜J(x, βr) ≤ ζ,
then J is (ǫ, r, 0)-homogeneous at x.
Proof. This is a straightforward argument by contradiction. 
Remark 5.11. We use the energy function Θ˜J(x, r) instead of ΘJ(x, r) since Θ˜J(p, r) is
monotone in r, satisfying (3.9). But ΘJ(x, r) is only almost monotone (using the mono-
tonicity of Θ˜J(x, r)) and it is more convenient to use Θ˜J(x, r) by its monotonicity.
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From now on we consider an energy-minimizer J and consider J over B1(p) for a fixed
point p ∈M . Given η > 0, we want to decompose the points B1(p) into subsets at various
homogeneity scales. For any x ∈ B1(p), denote for 0 ≤ s < t ≤ 1,
W (x, s, t) := Θ˜J(x, t)− Θ˜J(x, s) ≥ 0.
Note by the monotonicity of Θ˜J(x, r), W (x, s1, t1) +W (x, s1, t2) ≤W (x, s1, t2) for t2 ≤ s1.
In particular, let (si, ti) denote a sequence of intervals [si, ti] with ti+1 ≤ si and t1 = 1, then
(5.4)
∑
W (x, si, ti) ≤ Θ˜J(x, 1) ≤ Λ,
where Λ = Λ(M,g, n) is a uniformly bounded constant. Given a fixed number γ ∈ (0, 1)
and a fixed positive integer q, for a fixed positive number ζ, consider all positive integers j
W (x, γj+q, γj) > ζ
Let K be the number of all such js, then
(5.5) K ≤ (q + 1)ζ−1Λ
Otherwise, there exist at least ζ−1Λ disjoint closed intervals of the form [γj+q, γj ] with
W (x, γj+q, γj) > ζ, contradicting (5.4).
Now we decompose the points in B1(p) into subsets as follows. For each x ∈ B1(0), we
can also associate a j-tuple T j(x) = (a1, · · · , aj) as follows. For its i-th entry ai = 0, if
W (x, γj+q, j) ≤ ζ, otherwise ai = 1. Note that by (5.5) T j(x) has at most K entries of
value 1. For a fixed j-tuple T j with entires either zero or one, we put
ET j = {x ∈ B1(p) : T j(x) = T j}.
A priori there could be 2j possible sets ET j . However, by (5.5), we see that if ET j 6= ∅,
then T j contains at most K entries of value 1, hence we have at most
(
j
K
)
< jK many
nonempty subsets. As a consequence, we can decompose Skη,γj accordingly to the subsets
Sk
η,γj
∩ET j . Next we show we can cover the set Skη,γj ∩ ET j in an effectively way.
We first specify the choice of constants. Given η > 0 and γ ∈ (0, 1), as in Lemma 5.9,
with η, τ = γ fixed, we choose ǫ = ǫ(M,g, η, γ) and θ = θ(M,g, η, γ) such that Lemma 5.9
holds. With this ǫ, we choose ζ and τ1 in Lemma 5.10 such that Lemma 5.10 holds. Now
choose q such that γq ≤ τ1, hence if
Θ˜J(x, γ
j)− Θ˜J(x, γj+q) ≤ ζ
then J is (ǫ, γj , 0) homogeneous at x. With this ζ, q fixed, we can then define ET j accord-
ingly. We also denote K0 to be the smallest positive integer such that γ
K0 ≤ θ. Then we
have the following,
Lemma 5.12 (Covering lemma). Given η > 0 and γ ∈ (0, 1), there exists c0 = c0(m) and
j0 = j0(M,g, η, γ) such that each set Skη,γj∩ET j can be covered by at most (c0γ−m)j0(c0γ−k)j−j0
many balls of radius γj (for j ≥ j0).
Proof. We use T j−1 to denote the (j−1)-tuple by dropping the last entry of T j and we can
get T 0, · · · , T j . Clearly with such a choice ET j ⊂ ET j−1 , for j = 1, · · · .
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Now we construct the covering of Skη,γj ∩ ET j inductively. Suppose we have covered
Skη,γj ∩ ET j by balls of radius γj . Then for each such balls Bγj of radius γj, we choose a
minimal covering of Sk
η,γj+1
∩ET j+1 ∩Bγj by balls of radius γj+1, centered at the points in
Sk
η,γj+1
∩ET j+1 ∩Bγj (note that Skη,γj+1 is contained in Skη,γj .)
For each step, we can choose a minimal covering such that we need at most the number
of balls by c0(m)γ
−m. This would lead to the trivial bound (c0γ
−m)j . To get the improved
bound, we observe that for j ≥ j0 = max (K,K0), one can get a much better estimate
of the number of balls. First note that for j ≥ j0, the j-th entry of T j has to be zero.
This implies that for any y ∈ ∩ET j , W (y, γj+q, γj) ≤ ζ. Applying Lemma 5.10 (with
γj ≤ θ, γq ≤ τ1), J is (ǫ, γj , 0)-homogenous at y. Now for x ∈ Skη,γj ∩ET j , we apply Lemma
5.9 (with τ = γ, r = γj) to conclude that for any y ∈ ET j ∩ Bγj (x), it is contained in a
Tγj+1(V kJ,x), for some k-plane V k. In this case, we can then cover Skη,γj ∩ET j ∩Bγj(x) by the
radius γj+1 balls with the number bounded by c0(m)γ
−k. This completes the proof. 
Now we can complete the proof of Theorem 5.1.
Proof. Fix η > 0 and we choose γ = min (c
−η/2
0 , 1/2). For j ≥ j0, we can cover Skη,γj ∩B1(p)
by at most jK subsets, with each covered by at most (c0γ
−m)j0(c0γ
−k)j−j0 many balls of
radius r = γj . We should note that since for each such ball, its γj-tubular neighborhood is
simply the radius 2γj ball of the same center. The covering gives the volume estimate,
(5.6) Vol(Skη,γj ∩B1(p)) ≤ jK(c0γ−m)j0(c0γ−k)j−j0ωm(γj)m
Note that by our choice, we have
cj0 ≤ (γj)−η/2, jK ≤ c(η,K)(γj)−η/2,
Then by (5.6) we can get the volume estimate,
(5.7) Vol(Skη,γj ∩B1(p)) ≤ C(M,g, η)(γj)m−k−η
This proves the result for r = γj , j ≥ j0. For r ≤ γj0 , this is obvious by choosing a different
constant C. For general r ∈ (γj+1, γj), the estimate follows by the fact that Skη,r ⊂ Skη,γj .
Regarding the r-tubular neighborhood, we can replace the covering r-balls by 2r-balls. This
gives the volume estimate,
Vol(Tr(Skη,r) ∩B1(p)) ≤ 2mC(M,g, η)rm−k−η
This completes the proof. 
Remark 5.13. We note that Naber-Valtorta [37, 38] recently improve the volume estimate
to the order rm−k, and prove that Skη is k-rectifiable and some other deep results for energy-
minimizers in the setting of (almost) harmonic maps. It is of no doubt that their methods
and corresponding results hold in our setting. Since these results are very technically in-
volved, we will discuss Naber-Valtorta type results elsewhere.
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6. Energy-minimizing almost complex structure on Sobolev spaces
In this section we study energy-minimizing almost complex structures on some other
Sobolev spaces, which are subspaces of admissible almost complex structures. First we
discuss an example on S2n for n ≥ 2.
6.1. Examples of energy-minimizing admissible almost complex structures. Con-
sider the sphere Sm = S2n with the round metric, which is conformally flat. It is well-known
that S2n admits no smooth almost complex structures for n 6= 1, 3. We describe the round
sphere S2n in the coordinate on R2n by stereographic projection, and hence the metric is
of the form
g0 =
4
(1 + |x|2)2 ds
2.
Let J0 be the standard almost complex structure on R
2n, given by
J0∂i = ∂n+i, J0∂n+i = −∂i, i = 1, · · · , n.
Clearly J0 is compatible with g0 on R
2n. We need to check that J0 ∈W 1,2. We compute
∇iJkj = ∂iJkj − ΓlijJkl + ΓkilJ lj = −ΓlijJkl + ΓkilJ lj .
A direct computation gives
|∇J0|2 = cn|x|2
Hence for any p < 2n, we have∫
S2n
|∇J0|pdv ∼
∫ ∞
0
rp+2n−1(1 + r2)−2ndr <∞.
Similarly we can compute ∫
S2n
|∇2J0|p/2 <∞.
In particular J0 is an admissible almost complex structure on (S
2n, g0) with an isolated
singularity. A similar approximation as in Lemma 4.2 gives the following,
Proposition 6.1. A compact Riemannian manifold of even dimension m = 2n admits
a smooth almost complex structure if and only if it admits an admissible almost complex
structure in W 1,m (or W 2,m/2).
Hence it might be preferably to consider the energy-minimizing problem over W 1,p(Jg)
for the p-energy functional, in particular for p = m,
Ep(J) =
∫
M
|∇J |pdv.
Note that the obstruction to the existence of smooth almost complex structures can be
detected by its Chern classes. For admissible almost complex structure in W 2,m/2, one can
consider an associate connection ∇˜ such that its curvature form F∇˜ is in Lm/2. Chern-Weil
theory can work for such objects, and hence all the obstructions involved with Chern classes
apply. This gives an intuitive interpretation that the same obstruction applies to admissible
almost complex structure in W 2,m/2. In particular the example on Sm shows that p = m
in Proposition 6.1 is optimal. From the point view of almost Hermitian geometry, ∇J only
contains information of “torsion” of an almost complex structure, while the second derivative
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contains information of its curvature and hence all necessary topological information, such
as Chern classes. Hence it is natural to study energy functional of second order, such as
E2(J) =
∫
M
|∆J |2dv
We continue to discuss (S2n, g0, J0). A less obvious fact is that J0 on (S
2n, g0) constructed
above is indeed energy-minimizer. This follows essentially Bor-Herna´ndez-Lamoneda-Salvai
[4, 5]. We introduce some notations. It would be more convenient to use the two form
ω = g(·, J ·) instead of J . Note that we have |∇ω|2 = |∇J |2 holds pointwise. One applies
the well-known Gray-Hervella decomposition [22] to the bundleW := Λ1⊗ [Λ2,0] on almost
Hermitian manifolds into four subbundles
W =W1 ⊕W2 ⊕W3 ⊕W4
corresponding to the decomposition of W into irreducible Un modules. One can then de-
compose ∇ω accordingly
∇ω =
4∑
i=1
(∇ω)i
Denote ei(ω) =
∫
M |(∇ω)i|2, then we have E(J) =
∑
ei(ω).
Theorem 6.1. ([5])Let (M2n, g) be a compact Riemannian manifold such that it is confor-
mally flat, or anti-self dual (when n = 2), then for any J ∈ Jg,
(6.1) 2
∫
M
|(∇ω)1|2dv −
∫
M
|(∇ω)2|2dv + (n− 1)
∫
M
|(∇ω)4|2dv = n− 1
2n− 1
∫
M
Rgdv,
where Rg is the scalar curvature of g.
The above theorem holds if J ∈ W 1,2(Jg) ∩W 2,1(Jg) (hence ω ∈ W 1,2 ∩W 2,1 ∩ L∞).
Hence by the regularity we have obtained, it holds for any minimizer in W 1,2(Jg) (even
when Jg is empty). The proof of Theorem 6.1 involves a Bochner formula,
∆dω = −∆ω + E(ω),
where E is a curvature operator acting on ω linearly, which is certainly applicable when
J ∈W 1,2(Jg) ∩W 2,1(Jg). The curvature condition appears since in this case,
(6.2) (E(ω), ω) = cnRg,
where Rg is the scalar curvature of g. The other ingredient is that under Gray-Hervella
decomposition, there are linear relations (with suitable constants ai, bi)
(6.3) |dω|2 =
∑
ai|(∇ω)i|2, |δω|2 =
∑
i
bi|(∇ω)i|2
Note that (6.2) and (6.3) are algebraic identities which hold pointwise, hence are applicable
for J ∈W 1,2(Jg). In other words, (6.1) holds when J ∈W 1,2(Jg)∩W 2,1(Jg). In particular
the main theorem [5][Theorem 1] holds for J ∈ W 1,2(Jg) ∩ W 2,1(Jg). Bor-Herna´ndez-
Lamoneda-Salvai constructed many examples of non-Ka¨hler energy minimizers (in Jg) using
these results, see [5][Theorem 1]. Hence we have the following,
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Proposition 6.2. All examples constructed in [5][Section 3] are energy-minimizers in
W 1,2(Jg). In other words, E0(g) = Es0(g) (there is no energy gap).
Applying [5][Theorem 1], we have this special example,
Proposition 6.3. The standard complex structure J0 on R
2n is an energy-minimizer in
W 1,2(Jg) on (S2n, g0). When n 6= 3, all energy minimizers are of type W4 and when n = 3,
all minimizers are of type W1 ⊕W4.
Proof. Note that (g0, J0) is locally conformally Ka¨hler, hence ∇ω0 ∈ W4. Let J be an
energy-minimizer in W 1,2(Jg), then J ∈W 1,p ∩W 2,p/2 for p ∈ [2, 3). Hence Theorem 6.1 is
applicable and we have, for n ≥ 3
E(J) =
∑
ei(ω) ≥ 2
n− 1e1(ω)−
1
n− 2e2(ω) + e4(ω) = C(M,g) = e4(ω0) = E(J0)
When n = 2, e1 = 0, hence the argument also works. 
Remark 6.4. When n = 3, the standard nearly Ka¨hler structure on S6 gives a smooth
minimizer [5].
6.2. Energy-minimizing almost complex structure in smooth category. We have
studied the minimizing problem over admissible almost complex structures denoted by
W 1,2(Jg), which can be viewed as a companion of Sobolev maps between Riemannian
manifold W 1,2(M,N). The Sobolev embeddings between Riemannian manifolds have been
extensively studied by many authors, whose study were motivated by the study of har-
monic maps. We refer the readers to in particular the papers by Bethuel [3], Brezis-Li [8],
Hang-Lin [23, 24] and the references therein for the theory of Sobolev mappings.
Example 6.5. Suppose (M,g) is an Euclidean ball B2n with its flat metric (in this ex-
ample M is not complete nor compact), then almost complex structures which are com-
patible with the flat metric is modeled on SO(2n)/U(n). Hence in this case W 1,2(Jg) =
W 1,2(B2n, SO(2n)/U(n)), where SO(2n)/U(n) is endowed with the standard metric. When
n = 2 for example, this coincides the space W 1,2(B4, S2), the Sobolev mappings.
Admissible almost complex structure is a most general extension of the concept of
(smooth) almost complex structures. It is well-known that there are obstructions to the ex-
istence of a smooth almost complex structures. For example, only S2 and S6 admit smooth
almost complex structures among all spheres. But we have seen S2n admits admissible
almost complex structures for any n. In particular Jg is not dense in W 1,2(Jg) in general
(for m ≥ 4).
Problem 6.6. Given a compact Riemannian manifold (M,g) of even dimension, is there
always an admissible almost complex structure in W 1,2(Jg)?
We believe the answer should be affirmative and it should be interesting to study these
objects. On the other hand, to study the minimizing problem on the smooth category, we
define the following two spaces,
H1,2s (Jg) = {the closure of Jg inW 1,2(Jg) in the strong W 1,2 topology}
H1,2w (Jg) = {the closure of Jg inW 1,2(Jg) in the weak W 1,2 topology}
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Clearly we have the inclusions
H1,2s (Jg) ⊂ H1,2w (Jg) ⊂W 1,2(Jg).
When the manifold is S4, we have seen that H1,2s (Jg) = H1,2w (Jg) = ∅ but W 1,2(Jg) is
not empty (this holds for any smooth Riemannian metric using Proposition 3.4). When
the inclusions are strict or not is difficult problem and we refer the readers to [24] and the
references therein for results for Sobolev mappings.
We roughly discuss energy-minimizing problem over the spaces H1,2w (Jg). Note that
H1,2s (Jg) does not have the nice compactness properties. Hence it would be a rather hard
problem in general to consider whether there exists a minimizer in H1,2s (Jg). Regarding
energy-minimizing problem over H1,2w , we have the following result similar to Theorem 2.2,
Theorem 6.2. Let (M,g) be a compact almost Hermitian manifold with a compatible almost
complex structure. Then there exists at least one minimizer of E(J) over H1,2w (Jg) and
it is a weak solution of (2) in the sense of (2.2). Hence if J is continuous, then it is
smooth. Moreover, for any sequence of energy-minimizers {Ji} ∈ H12,w (Jg), there exists
a subsequence {Jki} and an energy-minimizing harmonic almost complex structure J such
that Jki → J strongly in W 1,2-norm.
Proof. Note that we assume that Jg and hence H1,2w (Jg) is not empty. Denote
(6.4) Ew0 (g) = inf{E(J) : J ∈ H1,2w (Jg)}.
Find a minimizing sequence Jk ∈ H1,2w (Jg). Then Jk has uniformly bounded W 1,2-norm,
hence it converges weakly to J in W 1,2(M,TM ⊗ T ∗M) by subsequence. The convergence
is weak in W 1,2 and strongly in L2 (by Rellich’s compactness). It implies the pointwise
convergence almost everywhere. In particular, J satisfies the constraint J2 = −id, and
g(J ·, J ·) = g almost everywhere. Hence J ∈W 1,2(Jg).
By the weak convergence we know that E(J) ≤ lim inf E(Jk) = Ew0 (g). Since Jk ∈
H1,2w (Jg), it follows that J is also in H1,2w (Jg) by weak compactness. Hence this forces
E(J) = Ew0 (g). It then follows that Jk converges to J strongly in W
1,2 and J is an energy-
minimizer in H1,2w (Jg). Next we need to show that J satisfies ∆J − J∇J∇J = 0 in the
weak sense, namely satisfying (2.2) for T ∈ L∞ ∩W 1,2. The argument is more involved
since we need to construct variation path in H1,2w (Jg).
We claim that for any S ∈ L∞ ∩W 1,2 satisfying (2.3) a.e, J(t) = J(id+ tS)(id− tS)−1 ∈
H1,2w (Jg) when |t| is sufficiently small. Let Jk ∈ Jg such that Jk converges to J weakly
in W 1,2 and strongly in L2, and let Tk ∈ C∞(M,TM ⊗ T ∗M) converge to S strongly in
W 1,2-norm (hence pointwise to S a.e). We can assume that Tk has uniform L
∞ norm since
S ∈ L∞. Denote Sk = (Tk + JkTkJk)− g(Tk + JkTkJk)g−1. Then Sk is smooth and satisfies
the constraint JkSk+SkJk = 0, g(Skx, y)+g(x, Sky) = 0. Clearly Sk has uniformly bounded
L∞ norm and its pointwise limit is
(S + JSJ)− g(S + JSJ)g−1 = 4S.
We need to show Sk converges to 4S weakly in W
1,2. This is a routine check. For example,
for any R ∈ L2(TM ⊗ T ∗M), we write
(∇JkTkJk −∇JSJ,R) = ((∇Jk −∇J)SJ,R) + (∇Jk(Tk − S)J,R) + (∇JkTk(Jk − J), R)
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It converges to zero when k → ∞. Now consider Jk(t) = Jk(id + tSk/4)(id − tSk/4)−1.
Then for |t| small Jk(t) ∈ Jg and it converges to J(t) pointwise a.e Similarly we can check
that Jk(t) converges to J(t) weakly in W
1,2 when |t| is sufficiently small. Since J is an
minimizer, we have
∂tE(J(t)) = 0.
It follows the same argument as in Theorem 2.2 that J satisfies (2.2). 
We should emphasize that the regularity theory for energy-minimizing almost complex
structure inW 1,2(Jg) cannot directly be applied to energy-minimizers in H1,2w (Jg) since the
comparison almost complex structures constructed do not belong in H1,2w (Jg).
Remark 6.7. B. White [44, 45] discussed these problems for H1,pw (M,N) in the setting
of Sobolev mappings (among certain fixed homotopy class). F.H. Lin [30] has studied the
regularity problem for energy-minimizing p-harmonic maps in continuous (smooth) category.
Another interesting problem is to study energy-minimizing directly in Jg. Recall
Es0(g) = inf{E(J) : J ∈ Jg}.
Suppose Jk ∈ Jg is a minimizing sequence, then Jk converges to J weakly in W 1,2 (by
subsequence) for some J ∈ H1,2w (Jg) ⊂W 1,2(Jg). A main point is that
E(J) ≤ lim inf E(Jk) = Es0(g)
and J might not realize Es0(g) in general, due to the weak convergence. Following F. H. Lin
[30, 31], we consider a sequence of Radon measure
µi = |∇Ji|2dv
We may assume µi ⇀ µ as Radon measures (weak convergence). By Fatou’s theorem, we
may write µ = |∇J |2 + ν, where ν ≥ 0 is also a Radon measure, called the defect measure
in [30]. It seems that the method in [30] can be applied to study the regularity of the weak
limit J and the defect measure ν in our setting. We summarize as the following question,
Problem 6.8. Let Jk be a sequence of smooth energy-minimizing almost complex structure
in Jg. By taking subsequence we have the Jk ⇀ J for some J ∈ H1,2w (Jg) and
|∇Jk|2dv ⇀ |∇J |2dv + ν
where ν ≥ 0 is also a Radon measure. It should be true that J is a weakly harmonic map.
The question is whether J is an energy-minimizer in H1,2w (Jg), namely E(J) = Ew0 (g). How
about the regularity of energy-minimizer in H1,2w (Jg) with respect to Ew0 (g)? How about the
regularity of a weak limit J and defect measure ν coming from a minimizing sequence of
smooth almost complex structure? Is the defect measure canonical (depending on g)?
These questions seem to be subtle. We will discuss these problems elsewhere.
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7. Appendix
In Appendix we discuss various topics related to harmonic almost complex structures.
In our setting, we do not fix a homotopy class of almost complex structures. It would be
interesting to discuss minimizing over a fixed homotopy class. First we show that in general
metric compatibility does not impose any homotopy restriction on almost complex struc-
tures, contrary to the setting that we fix a symplectic form. Then we roughly summarize
the twistor geometry, where an almost complex structure can be viewed as a section of a
twistor bundle. We briefly discuss the harmonic almost complex structure via the approach
of twistor geometry, used by C. Wood [49] and others, see Davidov [16]. We also derive
a Bochner formula for smooth harmonic almost complex structures. In the end we give a
self-contained proof of the fact that a continuous weakly harmonic almost complex structure
is smooth.
7.1. Homotopy classes and the heat flow. Suppose (M,g) is a compact almost Her-
mitian manifold and denote Jg to be the space of smooth compatible almost complex
structures which induce the orientation of (M,g). A basic problem is whether Jg is path
connected. The answer is no in general. As a comparison, it is well-known that if we fix a
non-degenerate two form ω, then the space of all compatible almost complex structures is
contractible. Let J be an almost complex structure. By Proposition 3.4, we can construct
a unique almost complex structure J¯ (out of J) such that J¯ is compatible with g. Then J
and J¯ are in the same homotopy class.
Proposition 7.1. There exists a smooth path of J(t) such that J(0) = J and J(1) = J¯ .
Proof. We can construct J(t) pointwise since the construction is canonical. Given p ∈ M ,
we choose a coordinate such that g = id at p. Then we write J = A + S, the skew and
symmetric decomposition. Then we have AS + SA = 0 and A2 = −id − S2. Denote Q to
be the square root of id + S2, then we have J¯ = Q−1A. We should emphasize that Q is
a polynomial of id + S2, hence it commutes with both S and A (since A commutes with
id+ S2). Moreover Q ≥ id since id+ S2 ≥ id. Now for t ∈ [0, 1] let
N(t) = tJ + (1− t)J¯
We compute
N2 = (tJ + (1− t)J¯)2 = −(t2 + (1− t)2)id+ t(1− t)(JJ¯ + J¯J).
Now we have
JJ¯ + J¯J = (A+ S)Q−1A+Q−1A(A+ S) = 2Q−1A2 = −2Q.
It follows that
N2 = −id− 2t(1− t)(Q− id).
Since id+2t(1−t)(Q−id) ≥ id is a positive definite symmetric matrix, there exists a unique
square root P (t) such that P (t)2 = id + 2t(1 − t)(Q − id). Note that P (t) is a polynomial
of id+2t(1− t)(Q− id), hence it commutes with Q,A and S. In particular P (t) commutes
with N(t). Denote J(t) = P−1(t)N(t), then J(0) = J , J(1) = J¯ and J(t)2 = −id by
construction. 
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In other words, Jg contains the same connected components as the space of almost
complex structures itself on M (inducing the same orientation of (M,g)). In particular the
space Jg may not be path-connected. A typical example is S2 × S2 or S1 × S3. Hence it
makes sense to seek energy-minimizers in a fixed homotopy class. In the setting of harmonic
map, Eells-Sampson [19] proved that there exists a smooth harmonic map u : M → N in
each homotopy class (of smooth maps) if the curvature of N is nonpositive, using the
harmonic map heat flow. We will study the heat flow for almost complex structures in a
separate paper,
∂tJ = ∆J − J∇pJ∇pJ.
7.2. Admissible harmonic almost complex structure on S4. It is well-known that
S4 does not support a smooth almost complex structures. Equivalently given a Riemannian
structure on S4, its twistor bundle does not admit a smooth global section. However, the
W 1,2 sections exist and these objects are just admissible almost complex structures. By our
results, there always exist energy-minimizing admissible almost complex structures on S4
with respect to any Riemannian metric and they form a compact space.
Twistor geometry was introduced by R. Penrose, and later the Riemannian setting was
considered by Atiyah-Hitchin-Singer [2]. We briefly summarize the approach by C. Wood
[49] using the twistor theory to discuss harmonic almost complex structures. The survey
paper [16] is a good reference.
Denote J (R2n) to be the set of almost complex structures on Rm = R2n compatible with
the Euclidean metric. Then J ∈ J (R2n) satisfies J2 = −id, J + J t = 0. It is easy to see
that J (R2n) can be described as O(2n)/U(n) and it is a symmetric space with a canonical
metric. It contains two connected components J+(R2n) and J−(R2n), corresponding to
the almost complex structures on R2n inducing two orientations of R2n. Each of them
has a homogeneous representation SO(2n)/U(n). Given a Riemannian manifold (M,g) of
dimension m = 2n, the twistor bundle is then described as the associated bundle
J = O(TM)×O(2n) J (R2n)
For us the more relevant one would be the positive twistor bundle
J+ = SO(TM)×SO(2n) J+(R2n).
Then all compatible smooth almost complex structure can be identified with the smooth
sections of the positive twistor bundle,
Jg = Γ(M, J+)
With the Levi-Civita connection, the tangent bundle TJ+ has a splitting V⊕H, the vertical
and horizontal subspace. The vertical part V can be identified with the tangent space of
the fiber, and hence has a canonical metric induced from the fiber SO(2n)/U(n), and the
horizontal part H is the lift of the metric g on TM . Denote such a metric on J+ as G, then
π : (J+,G)→ (M,g)
is a Riemannian submersion with a totally geodesic fiber. Given a section (a map) J :M →
J+, denote dJ to be its tangent map. Then the energy can be defined as (in the setting of
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harmonic map)
E˜(J) :=
∫
M
‖dJ‖2g,Gdv
It turns out that E˜(J) =
∫
M |∇J |2dv+nVol(M). Similarly, W 1,2(Jg) can then be described
as the W 1,2 sections s :M → J+.
Using this correspondence, we know that an energy-minimizing almost complex structure
on (S4, g0) will be of type W4 (Proposition 6.3). Hence on its smooth locus, this gives a
complex structure on S4\S, where S is the singular set of Minkowski dimension one. In
this case one should be able to use the technique of Hardt-Lin [28] (or rather their results
directly) to prove that the singular set if a union of a finite set and a finite family of Ho¨lder
continuous closed curves having at most a finite number of crossings.
One might speculate whether these objects are interesting and have applications to study
the smooth structure of S4.
7.3. Bochner formula for smooth harmonic almost complex structures. In this
section we derive a Bochner formula for smooth harmonic almost complex structures, which
we have used in smooth setting to derive a priori estimates. Suppose now we have a smooth
harmonic almost complex structure J ∈ Jg.
Proposition 7.2. We derive a Bochner formula for J ,
(7.1)
1
2
∆|∇J |2 = |∇2J |2 − |∇pJ∇pJ |2 +Ric(∇J,∇J) + 2Rkpil,pJ lj∇iJkj + 4Rkpil∇pJ lj∇iJkj
Proof. We use the following curvature convention,
R(∂i, ∂j)∂k = R
l
ijk∂l, Rijlk = R
l
ijpgkl, Rij = R
l
lij = g
klRkilj
and the following commutative derivatives,
[∇i,∇j]T k = RkijlT l, [∇i,∇j ]Sk = −RlijkSl.
Choose a coordinate such that gij = δij at one point, we compute
∆|∇J |2 =∇p∇p
(
∇iJkj ∇iJkj
)
=2(∇p∇p∇iJkj )∇iJkj + 2(∇p∇iJkj )2.
(7.2)
We compute
∇p∇p∇iJkj =∇i∇p∇pJkj +∇p
(
[∇p,∇i]Jkj
)
+ [∇p,∇i]
(
∇pJkj
)
=∇i∆Jkj +∇p(RkpilJ lj −RlpijJkl )−Rlpip∇lJkj −Rlpij∇pJkl +Rkpil∇pJ lj
=∇i∆Jkj +Rkpil,pJ lj −Rlpij,pJkl + 2Rkpil∇pJ lj − 2Rlpij∇pJkl +Rli∇lJkj
=∇i∆Jkj +Rkij
(7.3)
where R denotes the remain terms involved with the curvature. We compute
Rkij∇iJkj =
(
Rkpil,pJ
l
j −Rlpij,pJkl + 2Rkpil∇pJ lj − 2Rlpij∇pJkl +Rli∇lJkj
)
∇iJkj
=2Rkpil,pJ
l
j∇iJkj + 4Rkpil∇pJ lj∇iJkj +Rli∇lJkj ∇iJkj .
(7.4)
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We compute, using the equation (2),
(7.5) ∇i∆Jkj = ∇iJaj∇pJba∇pJkb + Jaj∇i∇pJba∇pJkb + Jaj∇pJba∇i∇pJkb
It follows that
〈∇∆J,∇J〉 =∇i∆Jkj∇iJkj
=∇iJaj∇pJba∇pJkb∇iJkj + Jaj∇i∇pJba∇pJkb∇iJkj + Jaj∇pJba∇i∇pJkb∇iJkj
=∇iJaj∇pJba∇pJkb∇iJkj
=−∇iJaj∇iJ jk∇pJba∇pJkb
=− |∇pJ∇pJ |2
(7.6)
where we use the fact that, (at the point, J ji + J
i
j = 0 since δij = gij)
Jaj∇i∇pJba∇pJkb∇iJkj + Jaj∇pJba∇i∇pJkb∇iJkj =Jaj∇i∇pJba∇pJkb∇iJkj + Jkj ∇pJbk∇i∇pJab∇iJaj
=Jaj∇i∇pJba∇pJkb∇iJkj −∇iJkj ∇pJbk∇i∇pJab Jaj
=0
Combining all the computations above, we have
(7.7) ∆|∇J |2 = 2|∇2J |2−2|∇pJ∇pJ |2+4Rkpil,pJ lj∇iJkj +8Rkpil∇pJ lj∇iJkj +2Rli∇lJkj ∇iJkj .
This completes the proof. 
Corollary 7.3. Denote u = |∇J |2, then it satisfies the following,
(7.8) ∆u ≥ −C(u2 +√u),
where C = C(n, |Rm|, |∇Rm|) depends on the metric.
In applications, we assume that |Rm|, |∇Rm| are both bounded above by a small di-
mensional constant by a fixed scaling. Hence the constant C in (7.8) is assumed to be a
dimensional constant.
7.4. Stationary harmonic almost complex structures. In this section we discuss a
possible approach for stationary weakly harmonic almost complex structures following [39]
(for Yang-Mills equation and harmonic maps). We would see that there are nontrivial
difficulties to carry the theory for stationary harmonic map to our setting.
Consider φt : M → M a parameter family of diffeomorphisms and we consider Jt :=
(φ∗t )J = (φ
−1
t )∗ ◦ J ◦ (φt)∗. Suppose J0 = J ∈ W 1,2(Jg) is a weakly harmonic almost
complex structure, satisfying (2.2). Note that Jt has to be compatible with g,
(7.9) g(Jt, Jt) = g(φ
∗
t J, φ
∗
tJ) = g
We consider the variation of the energy functional
E(Jt) =
∫
M
|∇Jt|2dv.
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The key point in [39] is to derive a variational formula not directly on E(Jt), but on the
pair of (gt = (φ
−1
t )
∗g, J) which is obviously diffeomorphic to (g, Jt) via φt. Hence we have
(7.10) Et(J) =
∫
M
|∇tJ |2dvt = E(Jt).
The main advantage to consider Et(J) over E(Jt) is that when taking variation, the deriva-
tives will be taken on gt hence no second derivatives on J would appear. This would be
crucial for J ∈ W 1,2(Jg). Denote gt = ψ∗t g, where ψt = φ−1t is generated by a vector field
X. Then it is straightforward to see that the restriction (7.9) is equivalent to the following
condition on X,
(7.11) LXg(J ·, J ·) − LXg(·, ·) = 0 = g(LXJ ·, ·) + g(·, LXJ ·).
Similar to Price’s approach, it is then attempting to define the following,
Definition 7.4. Let J ∈W 1,2(Jg) be a weakly harmonic almost complex structure. We call
J is a stationary (weakly) harmonic almost complex structure if it is a stationary critical
point of the energy function Et(J) in (7.10), for any gt = ψ
∗
t g with ψ0 = id.
Proposition 7.5. Let X be a C2 vector field satisfying (7.11) and let J be a stationary
harmonic almost complex structure. Then we have
(7.12)
∫
M
|∇J |2div(X) − 2(∇iJ,∇jJ)gki∇kXj + 4RljβpJpk∇βJ lkXj = 0.
Proof. Denote gt = ψ
∗
t g, with ψt generated by X. We need to compute, at t = 0,
∂t|∇tJ |2 = 2 (∂t∇tJ,∇J)− 2(∇iJ,∇jJ)
(
gikXj,k
)
The direct computation then gives
∂tEt(J) =
∫
M
|∇J |2div(X) − 2(∇iJ,∇jJ)gki∇kXj + 2(∂t(∇tJ),∇J)
Hence we only need to show
(7.13) A :=
∫
M
2(∂t(∇tJ),∇J) =
∫
M
4RljβpJ
p
k∇βJ lkXj
We compute
2∂t(∇tJ) =− 2∂tΓlijJkl + 2∂tΓkilJ lj
Then we have
A =
∫
M
(
−2∂tΓlijJkl + 2∂tΓkilJ lj ,∇iJkj
)
=− 4
∫
M
(
∂tΓ
l
ijJ
k
l ,∇iJkj
)(7.14)
To proceed, we write at t = 0,
hij := ∂tgij = (LXg)ij = gkjX
k
,i + gkiX
k
,j
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We compute, at t = 0,
2∂tΓ
k
ij(t) =g
kl (∇ihjl +∇jhil −∇lhij)
= (∇i∇j +∇j∇i)Xk + gkl (gaj [∇i,∇l] + gai[∇j,∇l])Xa
=(∇i∇j +∇j∇i)Xk + gkl
(
gajR
a
ilb + gaiR
a
jlb
)
Xb
=(∇i∇j +∇j∇i)Xk −
(
Rkjbi +R
k
ibj
)
Xb
(7.15)
By (7.14) and (7.15), we have
A =2
∫
M
(((
Rljbi +R
l
ibj
)
Xb −X l,ji −X l,ij
)
Jkl ,∇iJkj
)
(7.16)
We also have
(7.17) ∇j∇iX l = ∇i∇jX l −RlijbXb,
Hence we compute, by (7.16) and (7.17),
A =− 4
∫
M
(∇i∇jX lJkl ,∇iJkj ) + 2
∫
M
(
Rljbi +R
l
ibj +R
l
ijb
)
XbJkl ∇iJkj
=− 4
∫
M
(∇i∇jX lJkl ,∇iJkj ) + 4
∫
M
(
RlibjX
bJkl ,∇iJkj
)(7.18)
Using the fact that J is a weakly harmonic almost complex structure, satisfying (2.2), we
get ∫
M
(∇i∇jX lJkl ,∇iJkj ) = 0
This together with (7.18) give (7.13), hence it completes the proof. 
If there is no restriction condition (7.11), (7.12) would be enough to derive a monotonic-
ity formula (with a suitable choice of X), see [39] for details. However, (7.12) is clearly
necessary, due to the g-compatibility. It seems to be possible to explore the restriction
equation (7.11) locally, by choosing the vector field X in a careful way. But we are not able
to derive a monotonicity formula with (7.11). We would like to ask,
Problem 7.6. Does a stationary harmonic almost complex structure satisfy a monotonicity
formula?
7.5. Continuous weakly harmonic almost complex structure is smooth. It is well-
known that a continuous weakly harmonic map is smooth. Our argument follows closely
Borchers-Garber [6]. However we believe there is a technical overlook in the proof and the
statement of their Lemma 2.2; see Lemma 7.9 below and the remark afterwards. Since the
proof in [6] does not apply directly to our system (even though the proof is very similar),
we include a detailed argument for completeness. After we finish our proof, we find that
Chang-Yang-Wang [10] have given a nice proof that a continuous weakly harmonic map is
smooth. Their proof works for a general elliptic system of the form
∆u = f(x, u,∇u)
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such that f ≤ C|∇u|2. With a minor modification, their proof would cover the system
for harmonic almost complex structures. Nevertheless our arguments should have its own
interest, we present them for completeness.
We focus on an Euclidean ball B = B(0, 1) ⊂ R2n with a smooth almost Hermitian
metric g = (gij). Let J = (J
k
j ) be an almost complex structure in B with L
∞ coefficients,
satisfying the constraints, for x ∈ B a. e.
(7.19) Jkj (x)J
l
k(x) = −δjl, gkl(x)Jki (x)J lj(x) = gij(x).
We also require that ∂iJ
k
j is in L
2
loc(B). For such admissible almost complex structure,
we use the notation J ∈ L∞(M2n) ∩W 1,2loc (M2n). Note that the constraints for compatible
almost complex structure demand that J ∈ L∞(M2n).
For the system (2), the essential difficulty comes from nonlinearity in J∇pJ∇pJ , which
reads gpqJkj ∇pJ lk∇qJml . In many situations we need to consider the system with additional
lower order terms. Hence we consider the system
(7.20) ∂i
(
gij∂jJ
l
k
)
= gpqJak∂pJ
b
a∂qJ
l
b + (A0 +A1 ∗ J) ∗ ∂J +B0 ∗ J ∗ J ∗ J,
where A0, A1, B involve first derivatives of the metric coefficients, which are smooth and
uniformly bounded and the ∗ denotes the possible contractions (finite many summations
over indices) and we do not need to understand the precise expression. We shall also use
the notation A ∗ ∂J = (A0 +A1 ∗ J) ∗ ∂J and B = B0 ∗ J ∗ J ∗ J The weak solution of the
system (7.20) is then defined as,
Definition 7.7. For J ∈ L∞(M2n) ∩W 1,2loc (M2n) satisfying the constraints (7.19), we call
J a weak solution of the system (7.20) if for any matrix T ∈ L∞(M2n) ∩W 1,2loc (M2n) and
η ∈ L∞(B) ∩W 1,20 (B), we have
(7.21)
∫
B
gij∂jJ
l
k∂i(η
2T lk) =
∫
B
η2T lkg
pqJak∂pJ
b
a∂qJ
l
b +
∫
B
η2T (A ∗ ∂J +B).
where the integration is taken with respect to the Euclidean measure, if not specified other-
wise.
Remark 7.8. The definition of weak solution above applies even if J does not satisfy the
constraints (7.19). We allow the cut-off function η ∈ L∞∩W 1,20 (B). The definition of weak
solution can allow that the testing matrices are taken in L∞(M2n) ∩W 1,20 (M2n). Clearly
when η ∈ L∞∩W 1,20 (B) and T ∈ L∞(M2n)∩W 1,20 (M2n), then η2T ∈ L∞(M2n)∩W 1,20 (M2n).
Theorem 7.1. Let J be a weak solution of the system (7.20), and if in addition J is
continuous, then J is smooth.
The result will be proved by several steps; the main point is to prove that ∂J ∈ Lploc for
any p > 1. First note that the argument is purely local. We only need to prove for example,
in a small neighborhood of 0, J is smooth. To make the dependence more explicit in the
estimates below, we require
1
2
δij ≤ gij ≤ 2δij , |A|, |B| ≤ Λ
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Lemma 7.9. For any ǫ > 0, there exists δ = δ(ǫ,Λ) such that if |J(x) − J(y)| < δ holds
for any x, y ∈ Br = B(0, r), then for any ζ ∈ L∞(Br) ∩W 1,20 (Br),∫
Br
|∂J |2ζ2 ≤ ǫ
(∫
Br
|∂ζ|2 +
∫
Br
ζ2
)
We should emphasize r > 0 is any positive number. In particular, when J is continuous at
x = 0, then for any δ > 0, there exists r such that when x, y ∈ Br, |J(x)− J(y)| < δ.
Proof. Choose the matrix T (x) = J(x)− J(0) in (7.21) and cutoff function ζ, we get∫
B
gij∂jJ
l
k∂i(ζ
2T lk) =
∫
B
ζ2T lkg
pqJak∂pJ
b
a∂qJ
l
b +
∫
B
ζ2T (A ∗ ∂J +B).
It follows that∫
B
gij∂iJ
l
k∂jJ
l
kζ
2 −
∫
B
gij∂jJ
l
k∂i(ζ
2)T lk =
∫
B
ζ2T lkg
pqJak∂pJ
b
a∂qJ
l
b +
∫
B
ζ2T (A ∗ ∂J +B)
Now assume |T | ≤ δ for x ∈ Br, then we get(
1
2
− δ
)∫
Br
|∂J |2ζ2 ≤ 4δ
∫
Br
|∂J ||ζ||∂ζ|+ δΛ
∫
Br
ζ2(|∂J |+ 1)
We estimate
2
∫
Br
|∂J ||η||∂ζ| ≤
∫
Br
|∂J |2ζ2 +
∫
Br
|∂ζ|2, 2
∫
Br
ζ2|∂J | ≤
∫
Br
|∂J |2ζ2 +
∫
Br
ζ2
Then it follows that(
1
2
− 3δ − Λδ
)∫
Br
|∂J |2ζ2 ≤ 2δ
∫
Br
|∂ζ|2 + 2δΛ
∫
Br
ζ2
It completes the proof by choosing δ = δ(ǫ,Λ) sufficiently small. 
Remark 7.10. Our argument clearly follows Lemma 2.2 in [6]. We believe that there is an
overlook in their statement. One should require that ξ ∈ L∞ ∩W 1,20 (or ξ ∈ C0(B) ∩W 1,20 )
in Lemma 2.2, [6]. Otherwise the testing function ϕ = (n(x)−n(y))ξ2 in the argument will
not be in W 1,20 . Indeed the integrand on the left hand in the inequality in Lemma 2.2 simply
does not make sense for general functions ξ ∈ W 1,20 (since |∇n|2 is merely in L1). This
overlook will cause some technical issues in the proof of Theorem 2.4 in [6]. On the other
hand, Lemma 2.2 [6] is indeed sufficient for the regularity, with a careful modification.
We will use a lot difference quotients in the proofs. We go over several important prop-
erties. We denote the difference quotient by
δhαS =
S(x+ heα)− S(x)
h
,
where S can be taken as a function or a matrix-valued function. The derivatives and
difference quotients are related by
Lemma 7.11. Suppose f ∈ Lp(Ω).
(1) If ∂αf ∈ Lp(Ω), then for all h and Ω′ satisfying |h| < d(∂Ω,Ω′)), we have
‖δhαf‖Lp(Ω′ ) ≤ ‖f‖Lp(Ω).
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(2) Suppose there exists a constant K such that δhαf ∈ Lp(Ω′) for p ∈ (1,∞) and
‖δhαf‖Lp(Ω′ ) ≤ K
for all h and Ω
′ ⊂⊂ Ω such that |h| < d(∂Ω,Ω′). Then weak derivative ∂αf exists
and satisfies ‖∂αf‖Lp(Ω) ≤ K. Moreover for any Ω′ ⊂⊂ Ω, δhαf converges strongly
in Lp(Ω
′
) to ∂αf for h→ 0.
Proof. These facts are well-known, one can find the proofs in [21], Section 7.11 except the
strong convergence part. To prove the strong convergence, see Lemma 2.1 [6]. 
We also need the “integration by parts” and the “product rule”. For any two functions
u, v, suppose one of them has compact support in B, then
(7.22)
∫
B
u
(
δ−hα v
)
=
∫
B
(
δhαu
)
v
The product rule works as follows,
δhα (uS) =
u(x+ heα)S(x+ heα)− u(x)S(x)
h
=δhα(u)S(x+ heα) + uδ
h
α(S)
=δhα(u)S + u(x+ heα)δ
h
α(S)
(7.23)
Note that the product rule in the difference quotients is not as clean as the normal derivatives
and it does cause some technical complications; but as in Proposition 7.12, it does not cause
essential difficulties. Now we are ready to prove
Proposition 7.12. |∂J | ∈ L4loc(B) and |∂2J | ∈ L2loc(B).
Proof. We only need to show the statement holds near zero. Consider the following matrix
δ−hα
(
η2δhαJ
)
for η ∈ C10 (B), where |h| is small enough such that δ±hα η ∈ C10 (B). Then we
have
∫
B
gij∂iJ
l
k∂j
(
δ−hα
(
η2δhαJ
))
=
∫
B
δ−hα
(
η2δhαJ
)(
gpqJak∂pJ
b
a∂qJ
l
b + (A ∗ ∂J +B)
)
.
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We will use the notations δJ = (δhαJ), α = 1, · · · , 2n and |δJ |2 =
∑
k,l,α(δ
h
αJ
l
k)
2. We
compute∫
B
gij∂iJ
l
k∂j
(
δ−hα
(
η2δhαJ
))
=
∫
B
δhα
(
gij∂iJ
l
k
)
∂j
(
η2δhαJ
)
=
∫
B
(
gij(x+ heα)∂i(δ
h
αJ
l
k) + δ
h
α(g
ij)∂iJ
l
k(x+ heα)
)
∂j
(
η2δhαJ
l
k
)
=
∫
B
(gij(x+ heα)∂i(δ
h
αJ
l
k)∂j
(
δhαJ
l
k
)
η2
+
∫
B
gij(x+ heα)∂i(δ
h
αJ
l
k)∂j(η
2)δhαJ
l
k
+
∫
B
δhα(g
ij)∂iJ
l
k(x+ heα)
(
∂j(δ
h
αJ)η
2 + 2∂j(η)η(δ
h
αJ)
)
≥1
2
∫
B
|∂δJ |2η2 − C
∫
B
|∂δJ ||δJ |η|∂η|
− C
∫
B
|∂J |(x+ heα)
(
η2|∂δJ | + η|∂η||δJ |)
≥1
3
∫
B
|∂δJ |2η2 − C
∫
B
|δJ |2(η2 + |∂η|2)− C
∫
B
|∂J |2η2α,
where we estimate in particular
C
∫
B
|∂J |(x+heα)
(
η2|∂δJ | + η|∂η||δJ |) ≤ C ∫
B
η2|∂J |2(x+heα)+ 1
10
∫
B
|∂δJ |2η2+C
∫
B
|δJ |2|∂η|2
and we can write the integral, with ηα(x) = η(x− heα),∫
B
η2|∂J |2(x+ heα) =
∫
B
η2(x− heα)|∂J |2(x) =
∫
B
η2α|∂J |2.
The constant C is uniform but can vary line by line. Next we need to deal with∫
B
δ−hα
(
η2δhαJ
)(
gpqJak∂pJ
b
a∂qJ
l
b + (A ∗ ∂J +B)
)
=
∫
B
η2δhαJδ
h
α
(
gpqJak∂pJ
b
a∂qJ
l
b + (A ∗ ∂J +B)
)
We need be very careful about the product rule of difference quotients, as noted above. Note
that A = A0 +A1 ∗ J , B = B0 ∗ J ∗ J ∗ J , where A0, A1, B0 involve with first derivatives of
the metric. The difference quotients of these terms are uniformly bounded. We will use a
uniform constant C to denote these bounds, which can again vary line by line. We compute∫
B
η2δhαJδ
h
α
(
gpqJak∂pJ
b
a∂qJ
l
b
)
≤C
∫
B
η2|δJ | (|∂J |2(x+ heα) + |δJ ||∂J |2(x+ heα))
+ C
∫
B
η2|δJ ||∂J ||∂δJ | + η2|δJ ||∂δJ ||∂J |(x + heα).
We need to estimate the terms on the right hand side. First we have,∫
B
η2|δJ | (|∂J |2(x+ heα) + |δJ ||∂J |2(x+ heα)) ≤ 2
∫
B
η2(|δJ |2 + 1)|∂J |2(x+ heα)
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We also estimate
C
∫
B
η2|δJ ||∂J ||∂δJ | ≤ 1
100
∫
B
|∂δJ |2η2 + C
∫
B
η2|δJ |2|∂J |2
and
C
∫
B
η2|δJ ||∂δJ ||∂J |(x + heα) ≤ 1
100
∫
B
|∂δJ |2η2 + C
∫
B
η2|δJ |2|∂J |2(x+ heα)
The lower order terms involved with (A0 +A1 ∗ J) ∗ ∂J +B0J ∗ J ∗ J are actually easier to
estimate. Similarly we have∫
B
η2δhαJδ
h
α(A ∗ ∂J +B) ≤
1
100
∫
B
η2|∂δJ |2 + C
∫
B
η2|δJ |2 +
∫
B
η2|δJ |2|∂J |2(x+ heα)
Combine the estimates above together, we reach the following∫
B
|∂δJ |2η2 ≤C
∫
B
|δJ |2|∂J |2η2 + C
∫
B
(η2 + |∂η|2)(|δJ |2 + |∂J |2)
+ C
∫
B
η2(|δJ |2 + 1)|∂J |2(x+ heα)
(7.24)
Note that for the last term, we can also write it in the form∫
B
η2(|δJ |2 + 1)|∂J |2(x+ heα) =
∫
B
η2(x)(|δhαJ |2(x) + 1)|∂J |2(x+ heα)
=
∫
B
η2(y − heα)(|δ−hα J |2(y) + 1)|∂J |2(y)
=
∫
B
η2α(|δ−hJ |2 + 1)|∂J |2
We emphasize that for (7.24), we have not used the fact that J is continuous and it holds
for all weak solutions. We need to use Lemma 7.9 in the following, which depends on the
continuity of J in an essential way. For a cutoff function η ∈ C10 (B), first we take ζ = η|δJ |.
When h is small enough, ζ = η|δJ | ∈ C0(Br) ∩W 1,20 (Br). By Lemma 7.9,∫
Br
|∂J |2|δJ |2η2 ≤ ǫ
∫
Br
(|∂(η|δJ |)|2 + |δJ |2η2) ≤ 4ǫ ∫
Br
|δJ |2(η2+ |∂η|2)+ 4ǫ
∫
Br
|∂δJ |2η2,
where we have use the fact that |∂|δJ || ≤ |∂δJ |. Next we need to take ζ = ηα|δ−h|J , then
we get ∫
B
η2|δJ |2|∂J |2(x+ heα) =
∫
B
η2α|δ−hJ |2|∂J |2
≤ǫ
∫
B
|∂(ηαδ−hJ)|2 + ǫ
∫
B
η2α|δ−hJ |2
=ǫ
∫
B
|∂(ηδJ)|2 + ǫ
∫
B
η2|δJ |2,
(7.25)
where the last step follows by the invariance of translation of integral, provided that ηα and
η are both supported in B.
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By taking ǫ small, depending on the constant C in (7.24), we get the following two
inequalities,
(7.26)
∫
Br
|∂δJ |2η2 ≤ C
∫
Br
(η2 + |∂η|2)(|δJ |2 + |∂J |2)
and
(7.27)
∫
Br
|∂J |2|δJ |2η2 ≤ C
∫
Br
(η2 + |∂η|2)(|δJ |2 + |∂J |2)
With (7.26) and (7.27), it follows that |∂J | ∈ L4loc and |∂2J | ∈ L2loc near zero. The argument
clearly applies to any interior point in B, if we assume that J is continuous. It completes
the proof. 
The proof of Proposition 7.12 essentially follows the arguments in Theorem 2.3 in [6].
There are two technical differences. The first one is that our cutoff functions are all in
L∞ ∩W 1,20 . We believe this carefulness is necessary. The second one is instead of using
translation invariance of the equation as in Theorem 2.3 in [6], we use (7.25), based on
invariance of integrals under translation, to handle the terms which appear as the product
rule of difference quotients, such as |δJ |2|∂J |2(x + heα). Our arguments can be easily
modified to extend to show that ∂J ∈ Lp for any 4 ≤ p <∞. We do not use the approach
of Theorem 2.4 in [6] and we believe again one needs to be careful of the choice of the cutoff
functions in Lemma 2.2 [6] or Lemma 7.9.
Theorem 7.2. For any p ≥ 1, |∂J | ∈ Lploc(B).
Proof. We only need to prove this statement near zero. The argument is similar to the
argument in Proposition 7.12, and an induction process. Consider the following testing
matrix δ−hα
(
η2|δJ |2sδhαJ
)
, where s ∈ N. When s = 0, this coincides the testing matrix in
Proposition 7.12. We have the following, by (7.21) and “integration by parts”,∫
B
δhα
(
gij∂iJ
l
k
)
∂j
(
|δJ |2sη2δhαJ lk
)
=
∫
B
|δJ |2sη2(δhαJ lk)δhα
(
gpqJqk∂pJ
b
a∂qJ
l
b +A ∗ ∂J +B
)
We need to do the estimates as above, taking account of the product rule for difference
quotients carefully. First we have,∫
B
δhα
(
gij∂iJ
l
k
)
∂j
(
|δJ |2sη2δhαJ lk
)
=
∫
B
gij(x+ heα)∂i(δ
h
αJ
l
k)∂j
(
|δJ |2sη2δhαJ lk
)
+
∫
B
δhα(g
ij)∂iJ
l
k∂i(δ
h
αJ
l
k)∂j
(
|δJ |2sη2δhαJ lk
)
We estimate∫
B
gij(x+ heα)∂i(δ
h
αJ
l
k)∂j
(
|δJ |2sη2δhαJ lk
)
≥1
2
∫
B
|∂δJ |2|δJ |2sη2 − C
∫
B
|∂δJ ||δJ |2s+1|∂η|η
+ s
∫
B
gijα ∂i(δ
h
αJ
l
k)(δ
h
αJ
l
k)|δJ |2s−2η2∂j(δhβJba)(δhβJba),
where we use the notation gijα (x) = gij(x+ heα). We have,∫
B
gijα ∂i(δ
h
αJ
l
k)(δ
h
αJ
l
k)|δJ |2s−2η2∂j(δhβJba)(δhβJba) ≥
1
2
∫
B
|∂δJ ∗ δJ |2|δJ |2s−2η2 ≥ 0.
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We need to estimate, using the product rule of difference quotients,∫
B
|δJ |2sη2(δhαJ lk)δhα
(
gpqJqk∂pJ
b
a∂qJ
l
b
)
≤C
∫
B
|δJ |2s+1η2|∂δJ | (|∂J |+ |∂J |α)
+ C
∫
B
|δJ |2s+2|∂J |2η2 +
∫
B
|δJ |2s+1η2|∂J |2,
where |∂J |α = |∂J |(x+ heα). We also estimate∫
B
|δJ |2sη2(δhαJ lk)δhα (A ∗ ∂J +B) ≤ C
∫
B
|δJ |2s+1η2 (|∂δJ | + |∂J ||δJ | + |∂J |)
We can estimate the following,
C
∫
B
|δJ |2s+1η2|∂δJ ||∂J | ≤ 1
100
∫
B
|∂δJ |2|δJ |2sη2 + C
∫
B
|δJ |2s+2|∂J |2η2
and
C
∫
B
|δJ |2s+1η2|∂δJ ||∂J |α ≤ 1
100
∫
B
|∂δJ |2|δJ |2sη2 + C
∫
B
|δJ |2s+2|∂J |2αη2
Put all above together, we reach the estimate∫
B
|∂δJ |2|δJ |2sη2 ≤C
∫
B
|δJ |2s+2η2(|∂J |2 + |∂J |2α) + C
∫
B
|δJ |2s+2(|∂η|2 + η2)
+ C
∫
B
|δJ |2s|∂J |2η2
(7.28)
Note that when s = 0, this coincides the estimates above. Next we need to estimate, by
taking ζ = η|δJ |s+1,∫
B
|δJ |2s+2η2|∂J |2 ≤ ǫ
∫
B
|∂(η|δJ |s+1)|2 ≤ 2ǫ(s + 1)
∫
B
|δJ |2s|∂δJ |2 + Cǫ
∫
B
|∂η|2|δJ |2s+2.
Note that we have, ∫
B
|δJ |2s+2η2|∂J |2α =
∫
B
|δ−hJ |2s+2η2α|∂J |2
By taking ζ = ηα|δ−hJ |s+1, we compute∫
B
|δ−hJ |2s+2η2α|∂J |2 ≤ ǫ
∫
B
|∂(ηα|δ−hJ |s+1)|2 = ǫ
∫
B
|∂(η|δJ |s+1)|,
which can be estimated in the same way. In other words, by taking ǫ = ǫ(s, C) sufficiently
small, we have
(7.29) C
∫
B
|δJ |2s+2η2(|∂J |2 + |∂J |2α) ≤
1
100
∫
B
|∂δJ |2|δJ |2sη2 + Cs
∫
B
|∂η|2|δJ |2s+2,
where Cs is to emphasize the dependence on s (Cs → ∞ when s → ∞). By (7.28) and
(7.29), we have the following,∫
B
|∂δJ |2|δJ |2sη2 ≤ Cs
∫
B
|δJ |2s+2(|∂η|2 + η2) + Cs
∫
B
|δJ |2s|∂J |2η2∫
B
|δJ |2s+2η2(|∂J |2 + |∂J |2α) ≤ Cs
∫
B
|δJ |2s+2(|∂η|2 + η2) + Cs
∫
B
|δJ |2s|∂J |2η2,
(7.30)
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With (7.30) and Proposition 7.12, we prove that |∂J | ∈ Lploc near zero for any p, by induction
on s = 1, 2, · · · . 
Remark 7.13. Our proof of |∂J | ∈ Lp uses essentially the same idea in Theorem 2.3 [6]
and Proposition 7.12 above, with an induction argument. This not only takes care of the
technical point of choosing test functions, but also makes the argument more transparent
and streamlined. Our proof clearly works for other similar elliptic systems.
Once ∂J ∈ Lploc(B) for any p ∈ (1,∞), then the weak equation implies that ∂i
(
gij∂jJ
) ∈
Lp, or gij∂2ijJ ∈ Lp, note that ∂2ijJ is well-defined in L2. The Lp theory then implies that
J ∈W 2,p, hence in C1,α. It then follows from the standard bootstrapping argument that J
is smooth. This proves Theorem 7.1.
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